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ABSTRACT
AN ANALYSIS OF THE MOTION OF PIGS
THROUGH NATURAL GAS PIPELINES
by
Jean M. Sullivan
The dynamics of propelling a pig through a natural
gas pipeline, using the gas being transported, are
analyzed.

The gas flow is assumed to be isothermal,

quasi-steady, and one-dimensional.
as a cylinder.

The pig is modeled

For the cases considered, the pig may

either obstruct the pipe and allow no gas to flow past
it, or may permit gas to flow through a concentric hole
in the pig, through an annulus formed by the pig and the
inside of the pipe, or through both.

The governing

equations which describe the motion of the pig and the
flow of gas in the pipe are developed.

These equations

form a system of nonlinear differential equations which
must be solved numerically.

Time derivatives are

replaced by backward differences, and at each time step
a system of nonlinear algebraic equations is solved.

A

FORTRAN program is included which solves for the important
gas flow parameters and the position, velocity, and
acceleration of the pig as it moves through the line.
ii
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Such a quantitative analysis provides a basis for pig
design which could be applied to regulate pig velocities
or to increase gas flow rates while the pig is in the line.
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NOMENCLATURE

dp

Diameter of pipe

d

Diameter of hole at the upstream end of the pig

l

d2

Diameter of hole at the downstream end of

d3

Outer diameter of the pig

Ff

Frictional force for the pig with no annulus

Ff

Dimensionless frictional force;

fc

Fanning friction factor for the pig surfaces

f

Fanning friction factor for the pipe

p

~~e

2

4Ff/(~dpPe)

Ratio of specific heats; c p Ic v

y

Dimensionless diameter ratio; dl/d p
Dimensionless diameter ratio; d 2 /dp
Dimensionless diameter ratio; d 3 /d p
t

Length of pig

t*

Dimensionless pig length; t/d p

L

Length of pipe

L*

Dimensionless pipe lengthi L/d p

M+

Annulus Mach number at upstream end of pig

Ma

Annulus Mach number at downstream end of pig

a

vii

pig

viii
m
c

Mass of pig

m*
c

Dimensionless pig

Me

Mach number at pipe exit

~

Hole Mach number at upstream end of pig

Mh

Hole Mach number at downstream end of pig

MO

Mach number at pipe inlet

p+

Pressure immediately upstream of pig

P

Pressure immediately downstream of pig

P

e

maSSi

4m yRT/(nd 3p )
c
p e

Pressure at pipe exit

Po

Pressure at pipe inlet

R

Gas constant for the natural gas

T

Temperature of the gas
Gas velocity in annulus at upstream end of pig
Gas velocity in annulus at downstream end of pig
Gas velocity at pipe exit
Gas velocity in hole at upstream end of pig
Gas velocity in hole at downstream end of pig
Gas velocity at pipe inlet

x

Position of downstream end of pig

X

Velocity of pig

X

Acceleration of pig

INTRODUCTION
In natural gas pipelines, devices called "pigs"
perform several maintenance operations.

They may remove

water and solid contaminants, apply protective or drag
reducing coatings to the inside of the pipe, or inspect
the pipe for damage caused by corrosion or relative
shifting of the pipeline.

The pigs are propelled through

the line by the gas being transported, thus eliminating
the need to shut the line down for routine cleaning and
inspection.
The pigs usually consist of two or more polyurethane
rings attached to a cylindrical steel hub, although
cylindrical pigs made of foam rubber are also used.

The

outer diameter of most pigs is slightly larger than the
inner pipe diameter.

This oversize provides a tight seal

which creates a differential pressure across the pig,
propelling it through the pipe.

Variations on the basic

pig shape depend on the particular use for which a pig
is designed.

The cleaning pigs have brushes attached to

the body which scrub the inside of the pipe, and tight
seals which keep water and debris ahead of the pig.

The

inspection pigs may have calipers which detect diameter
changes in the pipe.
1
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The typical configuration, described above, blocks
the flow of gas in the pipeline, which, unfortunately,
reduces the gas flow rate.

Furthermore, the pig velocity

is determined by the operating conditions of the pipeline,
and can be reduced only by increasing the interference
between the pig and pipe diameters, which increases the
friction.

An inspection pig may have to travel very slowly

in order to accurately assess the condition of the pipe.
Increasing the friction on the pig to achieve this reduced
velocity would result in drastically lower gas flow rates,
as well as in excessive wear on the rubber rings.

Thus,

depending on the desired pig velocity, the amount of gas
transported while the pig travels through the line may
be appreciably less than that transported through the
pipe without a pig.

This solid configuration, which does

.
not allow gas to flow past the pig, may be necessary for
the cleaning pig, in order to keep water and debris ahead
of the pig, but the inspection pig has no such constraint.
Allowing some of the gas to flow through the pig, either
through a hole or through an annular clearance between the
pig and the pipe, could provide the required pig velocity,
while keeping the gas flow rate high.

Since the cost of

routine pigging includes the amount of gas that is not
transported, due to the decreased flow rate, any improve
ment in the gas flow rate lowers the cost of the operation
and warrants investigation.

3

The problem of analyzing the flow of a cylindrical
capsule through a pipe carrying an incompressible fluid
has been studied extensively (2,3,4,5,9,10,14,15), but
the problem posed here, of motion in a compressible
fluid, has been discussed in the literature only qualita
tively, with design recommendations based primarily on
field experience.

It has been mentioned (18) that the

speed of travel-of a pig may be controlled by installing
ports or jets in the pig which would open to allow gas to
flow through, but no quantitative analysis or support
for this practice has been presented, and no reference
has been made to the effect of this on gas flow rate
through the pipe.
A quantitative model for the flow of gas through
a pipeline containing a pig would provide a rational
basis for pig design, which could result in improved gas
flow rates.

The objectives of the analysis to be presented

are to propose a model for flow through a gas pipeline
containing a pig, to derive the governing equations for
the flow, and to provide a means of solving these equations
for the flow parameters of interest.

Variations from the

typical solid pig will be considered, and will include
pigs with a concentric annulus of uniform clearance, with
a concentric hole of constant diameter, with a concentric
hold of linearly decreasing diameter in the direction of
flow, and with both an annulus and a hole.

ANALYSIS
A physical model must be established before the
equations which describe the system mathematically can
be developed.

The analysis to be presented considers a

pig of known mass and geometry moving through a pipe of
length L and diameter d p •

The pressures at the pipe

inlet and exit, Po and P , respectively, are fixed and
e
known.

Frictional forces are exerted on the gas at the

pipe wall and at the pig surfaces.

As the pig travels

the length of the pipe, the parameters of interest are
the position, velocity and acceleration of the pig,
the pressures immediately upstream and downstream of the
pig, the inlet and exit Mach numbers, and the Mach numbers
for the flow through the hole and annulus.
Assumptions
Any model of a physical system must include some
assumptions which permit a reasonably uncomplicated
analytical solution.

These assumptions are useful in

providing a first approximation to the system, and they
may be relaxed in successive analyses.

The purpose of

the following analysis of the flow through a gas pipeline
carrying a pig is to provide such an initial modeling
of the problem.

The assumptions made are that:

4
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1.

The flow is isothermal.

2.

The flow is quasi-steady.

3.

All properties are uniform across the cross
section of the pipe.

4.

Constant pressures are maintained at the pipe
inlet and exit.

5.

The gas is thermally ideal.

6.

The pipe has a constant diameter.

7.

Changes in elevation are negligible.

8.

The pig is cylindrically symmetric, with the most
general pig shape illustrated in figure 1.

The

pig is assumed to be concentric in the pipe.
A conservative estimate of the accuracy of the
isothermal flow assumption may be obtained by examining
the limiting cases for the flow, which are adiabatic flow,
where no heat transfer takes place, and isothermal flow,
where the maximum amount of heat is transferred.

For

adiabatic flow, the stagnation temperature is constant,
and this condition may be written(7)

For the isothermal case, T
worst possible
M=O to M- 1

fY

case,

= constant.

Considering the

of the Mach number increasing from

, the error in assuming an adiabatic flow to

be isothermal is only about 10%.

This gives an upper

bound on the error in assuming a subcritica1 flow to be

6

isothermal.

The actual error should be much lower, since

neither the pig or the pipe are insulated, and the
range of Mach numbers is smaller.
The next important assumption is that of quasi-steady
flow.

The flow of gas in the pipe is not truly steady,

since the flow parameters change as the pig moves along the
line.

But if the pig were held fixed in any of its

successive positions along the line, the flow would be
invariant with time.

This forms the basis for the quasi-

steady assumption, which considers the flow to be steady
at each pig location as it travels the length of the pipe.
The other assumptions are fairly obvious, and require
no further explanation.

Along with the first two, they

provide a realistically simplified model of the actual
system.

'1

-

T

FIGURE 1: General Pig Configuration
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The Governing Equations
The equations that describe the flow will be non
dimensionalized, in order to provide a more general
solution.

In general, a capital letter will represent a

dimensional parameter, and its lower case counterpart will
represent the corresponding dimensionless parameter.

The

dimensionless quantities corresponding to the pipe length,
L, and the pig length, 1, will be denoted by L* and t*,
respectively.

All dimensionless diameters will be

expressed as k, with a subscript denoting to which
dimensional diameter they correspond.

The dimensionless

velocities of the gas will be represented by the Mach
numbers, M, rather than v.
A characteristic length, pressure, and time must be
defined.

The characteristic length is taken to be the

pipe diameter, d p .

The characteristic pressure is the

pressure at the pipe exit, Pe.
is dp/iYRT~

The characteristic time

Using the definitions of characteristic

length and time, a characteristic velocity,VyRT~ and a
characteristic acceleration, yRT/d p ' may be defined.
The dimensionless forms of the physical parameters
are obtained by dividing the dimensional parameter by
the characteristic parameter, so that
p

=

, x

x

= dp

,

x* = / -yRT

1

,

x' = ~
y RT

' etc.
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The nine equations characterizing the flow are the
continuity and momentum equations for the gas in the
upstream portion of the pipe, in the downstream portion
of the pipe, in the hole and in the annulus, along with
a force balance on the pig.

The isothermal condition for

the flow is used implicitly.

The equations listed above

relate the velocities of the gas at the pipe inlet and
exit, the pressures immediately upstream and downstream
of the pig, the position, velocity, and

acc~leration

of

the pig, and the upstream and downstream velocities of
the gas flowing through the hole and annulus.

The quasi

steady assumption, which considers the flow to be steady
at each pig location, allows the steady flow form of the
governing equations to be used.

The following equations

describe the steady flow of gas in a pipe containing a
pig located a distance X from the pipe entrance.
1.

Upstream continuity equation
Mass must be conserved in the portion of the pipe

extending from the inlet to the upstream end of the
pig.

This requires that the mass flow rate, m, be

constant.

For steady, isothermal flow of an ideal gas

past a circular cross section of diameter d, this
principle may be written
2
Pd V

=

constant

(1.1)
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Taking a cross section of the pipe at the inlet, and a
cross section at the upstream end of the pig, and applying
equation (1.1), the result is
(1.2)
Dividing by P

d2!YRT~ the equation is nondimensionalized;

e p

and is rearranged to obtain
Fl
2.

= PO M0

2 +
2 2
- p +[k2 + + (1 - k 3 ) Ma
+ (k 3 -k 1 )x.]

1Mb

=

0

(1.3)

Downstream continuity equation
The mass flow rate must also be constant in the

section of pipe between the downstream end of the pig and
the pipe exit.

Applying equation (1.1) to a cross

section at the downstream end of the pig and a cross
section at the pipe exit yields
(2.1)
Nondimensionalizing equation (2.1) by dividing by

Ped~ ~YRT', and rearranging terms, the final equation is
obtained.
(2.2)
3.

Force balance on the pig
Pressure forces and frictional forces act on the pig.

The resultant force must equal the rate of change of
linear momentum of the pig.

The general equation for this

10
balance is
+

Ph (A--A+)

- F

h

- F

a

(3.1)

where
A+

= the

A

=

F

= the

a

upstream cross sectional area of the pig

the downstream cross sectional area of the pig
frictional force exerted on the outside

of the pig, either by gas in the annulus or
by the pipe wall
Fh

= the

frictional force exerted on the pig by

the gas in the hole
Ph

= an

average pressure of the gas in the hole,

1 ++P).

taken to be 2(P

This average pressure

is used to approximate the pressure forces
exerted in the direction of flow by the gas
in the hole.
The frictional force in the hole is given by
(3.2)

where

'rch
Ah

=

the wall shear stress in the hole

= the

wall surface area in the hole.

For an ideal gas, the average wall shear stress in the
hole is

(3.3)
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where

S

={
h

for
+1
-1

for

x-vh
x-vh

>

0

<

0

Vh = an average velocity for the gas
flowing through the hole, taken to
1 +
be 2(V
+ Vh ).
h

This assumption approxi

mates the velocity distribution in the
hole as linear.
The surface area of the hole is that of a truncated right
circular cone, and is given by

+ ~2

(3.4)

The value of the frictional force on the outside
of the pig depends on whether an annulus exists or not.
If the outside pig surface contacts the pipe wall, the
frictional force, Fa' is assumed to be constant and known.
Let F

f

denote this force.

For the pig with a clearance

between its outer diameter and the pipe, the frictional
force is a viscous shear force, as for the hole.

The

shearing stress is given by
s
Lca =

where

sa

=

a

(4f ) (p++p-)
c
16RT

{

+1

for

-1

for

[X-Va ]2

x-va
x-va

.,.

(3.5)
0

< 0

V = an average velocity for the gas flowing
h
through the annulus, taken to be

12
1 (V++V-)
2 a a·

This assumption approximates

the velocity distribution in the annulus
as linear, as was done for the hole
velocities.
The definition of the average pressure across the pig,
1 ++P  ), was used in equations (3.3) and (3.5).
I(P

The area

over which the shear stress given in equation (3.5) acts
is
(3.6)

so that the total frictional force is

(3. 7)

Substituting equations (3.3) and (3.4) into equation
(3.2), substituting this result into equation (3.1),
and nondimensionalizing by multiplying the resulting
equation by 4/(~d2p ), the final equation is
p e
F3

=

YRT)..x-p+ (k 2 -k 2 )+p- (k 2 -k 2 )

4mc
3
( 'TI"dpPe

1

~(p

where

3

l

3

++p - ) (k 2-k 2 )+F * +F * = 0
l
2
h a

2

(3.8)
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and

The case where k3=1 corresponds to the pig without an
annulus, where the frictional force on the outside of the
pig, F , is known and constant.
f
The paramters which must be known initially, such as
the mass of the pig and the frictional force, may now
be specified only through the dimensionless quantities

and

which are more general.
4.

Downstream momentum equation
The momentum equation for the gas flowing between the

downstream end of the pig and the pipe exit is given by
the momentum equation for steady, isothermal, frictional
flow of an ideal gas through a pipe of diameter d
length L-X.

and

This may be written in the following well

known form (1):

where

p

14

5.

Hole continuity equation
Applying equation

(1.1)

to cross sections at the hole

inlet and exit, and dividing by Ped~JYRTI , this equation
is found to be
(5.1)

6.

Hole momentum equation
The differential form of this equation is obtained

by considering the control volume shown in figure 2.

LZ Z
P 1I
V I
A.J

~

V

7 /

- I

P+dP
, V+dV
I

7

LJ

~

I
1

I

d~

I

:

A+dA

77 7 7 ~
FIGURE 2: Hole Control Volume

The force balance on the fluid in the control volume is

=~
RT
where

2!. d 2 V dV

4

(6.1)
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for

V-X>O

for

V-X<O

Equation (6.1) may be rearranged to obtain

o = dPP

+

sh(4f ) (V_X)2d~
1
c
V dV
2dRT
+ RT

(6.2)

From the ideal gas law for isothermal flow,
dp
dP
p =P

(6.3)

And from continuity,
dp +dA + dV
p
A
V

=

0

(6.4)

Using the definition of Mach number,

(6.5)
substituting equations (6.3) and (6.5) into (6.4),

(6.6)
Combining equations (6.2),

(6.5), and (6.6), and non

dimensionalizing gives

(6.7)

For a hole with a linear taper,
(6.8)
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(6.9)
(6.10 )
substituting equations (6.8),
(6.7)

(6.9), and (6.10) into

gives

dl;*

(6.11 )

separating variables:
2

dM

(l-yM ) 

M

The final equation is obtained by integrating both sides
of the above.
For (k -k )sh>0:
l
2

F6 =

ln

k~:k2 (:~) + ~ (~)- ~ [i + ~]
In

[a+b~
a+b~

- tan -1

tn

+c(~): ]+ rqc[Y
-b

+ c (~)

(~M~+b)] = 0
rq

-

- -lJ' [ tan

a

_1(2C~ +b)
rq

(6.l2a)
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12 [1a
1n

[a+b~ +c (~) 2 ]
a+bM~+C(M~)2

+

2;q[~

- ~J

(2 c--h
M..++b-[-q') (2 c--h
M..-+b+,J=c;) ~

1n

1.J

+ c

=

0

(6.12b)

[ (2c~ +b+Fq) (2c~ +b-i-q)
where

q = 4ac-b

2

When the hole has a constant diameter, a much simpler form
is available.
F6

=

This equation is

II* - yxJ[ +. __ ]
[M~-X] 1
x2 (M~) =

-sh (4f c ) y t *+. . .
2k1

+

x2
[1

+

y

JIn

~-1c

1_

M~-X

Mh-X

-

ln

~

0

(6.12c)

It may be possible, under some circumstances, for the
average velocity of the gas in the hole to be the same as
the pig velocity.

For this situation, the momentum

lB
equation becomes

7.

Annulus continuity equation
Applying equation (1.1) to the inlet and exit cross

sections of the annulus, and nondimensionalizing, this
equation is found to be
(7.1)

B.

Annulus momentum equation
The differential form of the equation may be obtained

by considering an annular control volume of infinitesimal
length

d~.

The balance of forces on the fluid in this

control volume is given by

-

T

ca 1Td3d~
(B.l)

where
(4f ) Pv
Tp =
T
=
ca

sa

=

2

12

(B.2)

BRT
Sa(4f )P(V-X)

2

12

(B. 3)

BRT

C
1

for

V-X>O

-1

for

V-X<O
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Equation (6.6) reduces to

(S.4)
for this constant area annulus.
(6.5)

I

(S.2)

substituting equations

(S.3), and (S.4) into equation (S.l)

I

I

nondimensiona1izing and rearranging, yields

o = -(l-k;)~

+ ~Y(4fp)M2d~* + ~ SaY(4fc)k3(M-X)2d~*

+ (l-k 2 ) yM2 dM
3

(S.S)

M

Separating variables,
R.*

J

o

d~*

The final equation is obtained by integrating both sides
of this equation.
For sa>O

Fa

= ••

+

(l-k~) {!In (:~ )

- 12

[l.rYJ
a c 1n

(S.6a)
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For s <0
a
FS

=

In

g.*

2

+ (1_k
3
.

){1a

In

a+bM+ +c (M+) 2 ]
a
a
+
[ a+bMa+c(M
- )2
a

(M:) -1[1 l.J .
M-

a

_b_

2J-q'

2

+

a

c

[Y _1J'
c

a

(S.6b)

- 0

where

For the case where the average gas velocity in the
annulus is equal to the pig velocity, the equation is

21n(:D =

0

(S.6c)

9.

Upstream momentum equation
The momentum equation for the gas in the section

of pipe between the inlet and the upstream end of the pig

21
is given by the momentum equation for the isothermal,
frictional, steady flow of an ideal gas through a pipe
of diameter d

F

9

p

and length

x-~.

This is

=

(4f ) (x-~*) - -1 [1
- -] - 21n (M)
~
1
2
p
y
M2
(M+)
M+
o

=

{l-k;)M: + {k;-kf)X +

= ,0

(9.1)

where
M+

The nine equations (1.3),
(6.12),

(7.1),

kf~
(2.2),

(3.8),

(4.1),

(5.1),

(8.6), and (9.1) may be solved for the nine

unknowns, which are Mo' Me' p+, p-, x, M:, M~, ~ and Mh •
If no hole exists,

Mb+

- are removed from this list
and Mh

of unknowns, and equations (5.1) and (6.12) are not used.

+ and Ma are not solved for,
If an annulus is absent, Ma
and equations (7.1) and (8.6) are discarded.

For either

the case of the pig without a hole or of the pig without
an annulus, the number of equations to be solved reduces
to seven.

If neither a hole nor an annulus is present,

the number of equations to be solved is five.
The equations derived above form a system of non
linear equations.

In addition, these equations contain

derivatives of x with respect to time.

Because of their

complexity, these equations cannot be solved analytically.
Their solution must be found using some numerical technique.
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constraints on the Solution
A number of constraints that are often taken for
granted when a gas dynamics problem is solved by hand must
be enforced explicitly when the problem is to be solved
by a computer.

Since the direction of flow does not

reverse, the condition that the Mach number be greater
than zero must be imposed.

The gas flow in the annulus

and hole should be in the same direction as the gas flow
in the rest of the pipe, s9 these Mach numbers must also
be positive.

The pig must move in the direction of the

gas flow, so its velocity must be positive.

Since all

pressures are absolute, they must be positive.
The Mach numbers, pressures, and pig velocity may
be forced to be greater than zero by employing the
following technique.
x

= 1n(x).

1n
value.

Let M1n = 1n(M), P1n = 1n(p), and

These new parameters may assume any real

By changing variables in the equations, and

solving for the new parameters, the constraint is
automatically satisfied, since M = exp(M ), p = exp(P1n)'
1n
and

x = exp(x1n ).
Next, consider the problem of forcing the gas in the

hole to flow in the same direction as the gas in the pipe.
This is equivalent to forcing a pressure drop across the
pig.

Cbmbining equations (6.6),

(6.11) yields

(6.9),

(6.10), and

23

-dP
P

=

d~*

Since the flow is subcritical, l_yM

2

is positive, and

forcing the constraint that dP<O reduces to forcing

(C .1)

For the constant diameter hole, this reduces to the
condition that sh>O, so the velocity of the gas in the hole
must be greater than the pig velocity.

This condition is

not necessarily true for the tapered hole.
Before considering the method of imposing this
constraint, examine the same constraint for the annulus,
i.e. dP<O.

Combining equations (8.4) and (8.5) gives

-dP

d~*

P

The condition that dP<O is met if

(4f )M 2 + s (4f )k (M-X)2
pac 3

>

0

(C.2)

The constraints on the flow through the hole and
annulus are imposed by employing a quasi-penalty method.
Let c

h

be the value of the constraint given in equation

24
(C.l), and c

a

be the value of the constraint given in

equation (C.2).

The conditions that c

than zero must be forced.

be greater
a
This may be done by modifying
h

and c

the hole and annulus momentum equations.

Define a function

+
Replace F6 by the fUnction F6 in the set of equations to
be solved.

This new function can be zero only if F6=O

and ch>O.
Similarly, define Fa such that

This replaces Fa in the set of equations, and can be
zero only if Fa=O and ca>O.
Using the methods described in this section, the
constraints are incorporated naturally into the system of
equations.

These new equations may then be solved as an

unconstrained problem, since the constraints will auto
matically be satisfied for any solution that is obtained.
Another constraint on the flow is the physical
impossibility of converting a subcritical flow to a
supercritical one.

Choking will occur in the hole or

annulus when the Mach number reaches

{~i.

(l)

This
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constraint cannot be as easily integrated into the system
of equations as the previous constraints.

It will be

enforced only after the equations are solved.

METHOD OF SOLUTION
The governing equations presented describe the flow
state for a pig located at a particular position in the
pipe.

The motion of the pig through the pipe may be

simulated by solving these equations at successive pig
locations along the pipe.

The pig starts from the pipe

entrance at a time arbitrarily set to zero.
increment,

~t,

After a time

the pig is at some new position, a distance

X from the pipe inlet.

The governing equations are solved

at this point for the inlet and exit Mach numbers, the
pressures immediately upstream and downstream of the pig,
the position, velocity, and acceleration of the pig,
and the Mach numbers in the upstream and downstream ends
of the hole and annulus.

After the solution at this

time step is found, the time is incremented again, and
the equations

ar~

solved at the new pig position, farther

along the pipe.
The set of equations to be solved may be converted
to a system of nonlinear algebraic equations by approxi
mating the time derivatives of x by backward differences.
This difference scheme allows the velocity and acceleration
of the pig to be expressed in terms of the current position,
the previous positions, and the time step.
approximations to the derivatives are
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x.-x.
1
l.
l.
fit
x.-2x.
l+x.l. 2
l.
l.(fit) 2
where
i
xi
x.l.- 1
fit

= number of the current time step
= dimensionless current position
= dimensionless position at the previous time
= size of the time step (assumed constant)

step

For very small time steps, successive values of x
may be very nearly equal.

Subtracting them as shown above

would result in excessive roundoff error.

To eliminate

this problem, the following formulation is developed.
Define
y.l.

= x.l. - 2x.l.- 1 +

X.l. 2

x.l.

= y.l.

-

x.l. 2

Then
+ 2x.l. 1

(1a)

y.+o-.

X.l.

=

l.

l.

fit

(lb)

y.

x.l.

=

l.

(1c)

(fit) 2

where
(2)
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These expressions are substituted for x and its derivatives
in the governing equations.

At each time step, y. replaces
~

the previous unknowns xi' xi' and xi"

Once y. is known,
~

these other parameters are readily obtained, using equation
(1) "

The definition of a. given in equation (2) is useful,
~

since only a running sum of the previous yls must be
stored.
Since the equations to be solved are second order in
x, two initial conditions must be specified.

These

conditions are
at

t = 0

In other words, the pig starts from rest at the origin
of a coordinate system attached to the pipe inlet.
Using these initial conditions:

At the last time step, the pig must be just at the
pipe exit, so that x=L*.
previous value of

~t

It is improbable that using the

will accomplish this, so the last

time step will have some smaller value

~tf.

Since the

last time step is a different size, the difference
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. equations must be reformulated.

Denoting the last time

step by the subscript n, the new substitutions for x and
its derivatives become

Since the position is known at the last time step, Y

and Me =M-.
delete y, M and p- from the list of unknowns, and add
is also known.

Also

P-=P e ,

n
For this step,

e

Atf to this list.

The downstream continuity equation and

the downstream momentum equation are not used, since
the pig is at the pipe exit, so the number of equations to
be solved is reduced by two.
Now that the governing equations have been reduced
to a system of N nonlinear algebraic equations, a method
must be found to solve these.

Most methods devised to

solve a system of nonlinear equations have some of the
same basic characteristics.
for the N unknowns.

They require initial guesses

Using these guesses, they evaluate

the functions and obtain a new guess for the solution.
This process of revising the current guess continues until
a solution is reached which satisfies some previously
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specified convergence criteria.

The methods differ from

each other in the way that they generate the next guess.
The approximation to the solution may be thought of as
a point in N-dimensional space.

The current guess and the

next guess can be considered to be connected by a vector,
and this vector is called a "step" in the methods considered
here.
One method of solving these equations, called the
"steepest descent method", takes a step in the direction
of the negative gradient, which is evaluated at the current
point.

This is the direction in which the values of the

functions are decreasing most rapidly.

The step size is

the largest possible while still forcing the functions to
continue to decrease.

This method becomes very slow in

converging once the approximation becomes close to the
solution.
Another broad class of methods is comprised of the
quasi-Newton methods.

The basis for these is Newtonls

method, which is basically an N-dimensional generalization
of the familiar one-dimensional Newton method.

The

variations on this basic method allow solutions to be
obtained with less computer work than would be possible
using the standard Newton method.

These methods converge

rapidly when the approximation is close to the solution,
but often require a good initial guess.
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Because of the convergence characteristics of the
steepest descent and quasi-Newton methods, it seems
reasonable to combine them in a method which would use
each to its best advantage.

In addition, the number of

problems for which convergence occurs should be greater
than that for either method used separately, making the
method a better general equation solver.

This type of

"hybrid" method was proposed by Powell (12), and he
published a FORTRAN subroutine which uses the method (13).
This subroutine was used with only minor modifications
to solve the equations presented earlier.

A detailed

explanation of the method and subroutine algorithm is
presented in the two articles by Powell, referenced above.

PROGRAM USAGE
The program used to solve the problem of a pig
moving through a gas pipeline is composed of several
subroutines.

The main routine reads the input

par~~eters

and initial guess for the solution, prints the results,
and performs, primarily, bookkeeping operations in
between.

It keeps track of the time step, stores the

pig positions, checks for choking in the hole and
annulus, and calls the equation solver, subroutine
NSOIA.

This subroutine solves the system of equations

by the method that has been simplistically outlined here,
and described more realistically in references (12) a<nd
(13) by Powell.

At each iteration, the functions

representing the governing equations must be evaluated.
The subroutine NSOIA calls the subroutine GENFUN to
evaluate the functions.

GENFUN takes the approximation

to the solution, calculates the position, velocity, and
acceleration of the pig, and calls the functions
corresponding to the equations that must be solved for
each of the special cases.

Each equation is represented

by a different function, for example FUN1, FUN2, etc.
Some of the governing equations are sufficiently
different for the different special cases to warrant
two separate function subroutines.
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The special case
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considered determines which of these is to be used.

The

function values, evaluated at the approximation to the
solution, are then returned to NSOIA and the iteration
is continued until convergence is obtained.
The parameters used in the main routine are defined
in the program listing.
dimensionless.

All of these parameters are

When the program prompts the user to

enter the initial guess, it asks for the "residual".
This quantity is just the expected ratio of the first
pig position to the pipe length.

The parameters FC and

FP are equal to 4fc and 4fp' respectively.
The parameters used in the subroutine NSOIA are
discussed in the papers by Powell, but will be briefly
defined here also.
ACC = accuracy parameter.

Convergence is assumed

if the sum of squares of the function values
is less than ACC.
AJINV

= NxN

array containing the

ela~ents

of the

inverse Jacobian.
DMAX

= estimate

of the maximum distance of the

initial guess from the solution.
DSTEP

= length

used to approximate the first partial

derivatives of the functions by finite
differences.
F

= vector

of length N containing the values of the

functions.
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IPRINT

= parameter

which allows printing of the

approximation, resulting function values,
and sum of squares of the functions at each
iteration if set to one.

If it is set to

zero, only error messages will be printed.
MAXFUN

= maximum

number of function evaluations

to be allowed.
N = number of equations to be solved.

(Which must

also equal the number of unknowns.)

x

= vector

of length N containing the initial guess

when the subroutine is called, and containing
the final solution when the subroutine
finishes.
W - workspace vector; the number of elements
required in W is N(2N+S).
The choice of the parameter DSTEP is very important,
since the subroutine will never take a step smaller
than DSTEP.

In general, DSTEP should be set to a

value as small as possible without allowing roundoff
errors to dominate the differencing process.

A value of

10 -8 was usually satisfactory for the equations solved
in this work.

A value of DSTEP that is too large will

usually cause an error message stating that a certain
number of function evaluations (less than N+4) did not
decrease the sum of squares of the function values.
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confronting the user is that of obtaining a good guess
for the first time step.
error procedure.

This is basically a trial and

The case of the solid pig requires the

least accurate initial guess for convergence, so it can
be run first to establish a base for comparison.

The

guesses for the other cases may be obtained by changing
the solution for the solid pig in a way that is compatible
with some intuitive knowledge of the system. .For example,
a pig with a hole in it should travel more slowly than
the solid pig, and should give a slightly greater exit
Mach number.

The function values may be printed out

for the initial guess simply by setting IPRINT = 1.
The program has a prompt which asks whether this
printing is desired.

This feature is extremely useful

in obtaining a first guess and in checking initial
convergence.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The dimensionless parameters that must be specified
for the system are Po'
k 3 , and

F~.

m~,

1, 4f c ' 4f p '

t*, L*, k l , k 2 ,

Thus, the nondimensionalized problem is

only slightly more general than the dimensional formu
lation, with its fifteen required parameters.

Since

eleven dimensionless parameters are required to
characterize the system, a comprehensive sampling of
all possible flow conditions is not feasible.

The

results to be presented represent only a fraction of
the possible conditions, but will serve to illustrate
some possible effects.

The dimensionless input

parameters that were used in all of the cases considered
were:

Po

=

3.3

m*
c

=

570

1

=

l.3

4fc = 0.0001
4fp = 0.0001
t* = 3.0
L* = 160,000
These were chosen to correspond approximately to the
dimensional parameters:
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Po
Pe

= 330
= 100

psia
psia

T = 50°F
R
dp

=

96.6 ft-tbf/tbmOR

=1

foot

mc = 100tbm
t
L

=
=

3 feet
30 miles

The values of k , k , k , and F were varied, while keeping
f
l
2
3
the dimensionless parameters listed above constant. The
pig mass was assumed to be independent of pig configuration
in the results to be presented.
approximation, the value of

m~

For a more accurate
should be varied, in

order to be consistent with the values of k l , k 2 , and
k 3 • When all other flow parameters are constant,
gecreasing the mass of the pig increases the pig
velocity and the gas flow rate.

Thus, an analysis such

as the one to be presented, which takes mc to be the mass
of the solid pig, regardless of the pig geometry, will
underestimate the exit Mach number and average pig
velocity for all cases except for the case of the solid
pig.
The average pig velocity and the gas flow rate are
the two most important results to be obtained from the
analysis.

Since the pressure and cross sectional area
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at the pipe exit are constant, the mass flow rate at the
exit is directly proportional to the exit Mach number,
Meo

Thus, changes in exit Mach number will be interpreted

as changes in gas flow rate in the cases to fo110wo
The velocity of the solid pig may be regulated only
by adjusting the amount of friction between the outside
of the pig and the pipe wall.

This is achieved by

changing the amount of interference between the outer
diameter of the pig and the inner diameter of the pipe.
Figures 3 and 4 illustrate the effect of friction on
the exit Mach number and on the dimensionless average
velocity of the solid pig.

The exit Mach number for

the pipe containing no pig is 0.64322.

At low values of

friction between the solid pig and the pipe, the exit
Mach number for the pipe carrying the pig is slightly
less.

The average pig velocity and exit Mach number are

=

0 to

F~

=

Increasing the amount of friction beyond

F~

= 0.1

nearly constant over the range

F~

0.1.

results in a rapid drop in both exit Mach number and
average pig velocity, so that for an average pig
velocity of 0.23, the exit Mach number is about half of
that for the clear pipe.

This method of slowing

the pig, by increasing the friction between the pig and
the pipe, is obviously unsatisfactory, due to the large
decreases in gas flow rate.
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Drilling a concentric, constant diameter hole
through the solid pig would provide a better means of
decreasing the pig velocity.

Figures 5 and 6 illustrate

the effect of friction on the exit Mach number and on
the average pig velocity for a pig having a constant
ratio of hole diameter to pipe diameter of 0.3.

The

shapes of these curves are similar to those obtained
for the solid pig.

But by adding the hole, the pig

velocity of 0.23 is obtained with a small amount of
friction between the pig and the pipe, and the exit
Mach number is only slightly less than that for the
pipe containing no pig.

In addition, the exit Mach

number is slightly higher than that for the solid pig
with the same amount of friction.
A wide range of pig velocities may be obtained,
simply by varying the size of the hole.

Figures 7 and 8

demonstrate the effect of hole size on exit Mach
number and on average pig velocity for

F~

= 0.001.

As

the hole size increases, the exit Mach number increases
and the pig velocity decreases.
At the same value of

F~,

the exit Mach number for

the case of a pig with any size hole is greater than
that for the case of the solid pig, but the pig with
a hole travels more slowly through the pipe, obstructing
the flow longer.

Because the pigs with different hole

sizes require different amounts of time to travel the
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length of the pipe, the effect of the hole size on the
total amount of gas transported cannot be obtained by
merely pomparing the exit Mach numbers.

The same time

length must be used to compare the different pigs.

Let

tmax be the dimensionless time needed for the slowest
pig to travel through the pipe.

A pig with a different

hole diameter travels through the pipe in a faster
dimensionless time, t.

Until time t, the exit Mach

number is that obtained for the pipe carrying this pig,
but between times t and t max ' the exit Mach number is
that for the unobstructed pipe. The expression for the
total mass of gas transported over the length of time
tmax is
ID-

T OT

=

1Td 3 p

P e [M t + M (t
-t)]
4RT
e
ep max

where Me is the exit Mach number for the pipe carrying
the pig, Mep is the exit Mach number for the clear pipe,
t is the time required for a pig to move through the
pipe, and t max is the amount of time for the slowest pig
considered to travel through the line. A comparison of
the total amounts of gas transferred, for the hole sizes
presented earlier, is given in Table 1.
before.

Fi

is 0.001, as
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k

~OT

0.0

250,952

0.3

250,945

0.4

250,935

0.5

250,930

1.0

251,024

Table 1:

(ibm)

Comments
Solid pig

Unobstructed pipe

Total Amount of Gas Transferred for Variable
Hole Sizes.

The total amount of gas transported decreases as the
hole size increases from k=O to k=0.5, but the amount of
this decrease is not very significant when it is compared
to the total amount transferred.

Reducing the mass of the

pig when the hole size is increased should make the
differences in mass transferred even more negligible,
since the lighter pig travels faster, and since the exit
Mach number is greater for the lighter pig.
The results presented indicate that a pipe containing
a pig with a constant diameter hole has a higher gas flow
rate than the pipe carrying a solid pig, and the total
amount of gas transferred over comparable time lengths
is only slightly less than that for the pipe carrying
the solid pig.

This may be important in long pipelines

where a consistently high flow rate may be required.
More importantly, varying the diameter of the hole in the
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pig allows considerable versatility in regulating the pig
velocity, while barely affecting the total amount of gas
transported.
Other configurations for the pig may be considered.
The cases of a pig with an annulus and of a pig having
a variable diameter hole presented special numerical
problems that were not encountered in the cases of the
solid pig and of the pig having a constant diameter hole.
These problems involved the convergence of the nonlinear
equation solver to a solution.

The convergence character

istics for each of the cases considered will be discussed
in more detail later in this section.
Table 2 gives a comparison of pig velocity and exit
Mach number for the solid pig, with.F!
pig with an annulus.

= 0,

and for a

The ratio of pig diameter to pipe

diameter is 0.9 for the pig with a clearance.

Convergence

for this case was difficult to obtain, so the results
presented are based on only partial movement of the pig
through the pipe.

Due to these convergence problems, no

results were obtained for the cases where both a hole
and an annulus exist.

k3

Me

x

1.0

0.64296

0.27896

0.9

0.64302

0.15208

Table 2:

Comparison of Solid Pig and a Pig with
an Annulus.
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The case of a pig having a variable diameter hole
also presented convergence problems, although results
could occasionally be obtained.

T.aking

Fi = o. 001,

Table 3 compares the pig velocity and exit Mach number
for the solid pig, where kl = k2 = 0, for the pig with

=

kl

k2

=

=

0.3, and for the pig with kl = 0.31, k2

0.3.

The average Mach number for the gas flowing through the
hole is also presented.

kl

k2

Me

x

~

-

a

a

0.64267

0.278937

0.3

0.3

0.64273

0.23057

0.7215

0.31

0.3

0.64431

0.25735

0.0832

Table 3:

Comparison of Solid Pig, Pig with a
Constant Diameter Hole, and Pig with a
Variable Diameter Hole.

Although the above solution for the variable
diameter hole satisfies the constraints on the solution,
and satisfies the governing equations to the specified
accuracy (the sum of squares of the functions is less
than 10- 10 ), this solution initially appears unreasonable.
The Mach number of the gas flowing through the variable
diameter hole is dramatically lower than that through
the constant diameter hole.

'I'he small change in

diameter should not cause such a large decrease.

The
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solutions for the exit Mach number and pig velocity,
however, do not look as bad.

This behavior is probably

due to the following numerical peculiarity of the
equations.

For small hole sizes and a low pig friction

factor, 4f , the solutions for
c

x and

independent of the hole Mach number.

M may be almost
e
Thus, convergence

to an accurate pig velocity and exit Mach number may
occur long before accurate hole Mach numbers are
obtained.

Depending on the flow parameters, then, the

program may yield a very good approximation to the pig
velocity and the exit Mach numbers, while giving a very
poor approximation to the average Mach number in the hole.
It may be possible to improve the solution by specifying
a greater accuracy, although roundoff errors may become
significant.
The results presented so far are applicable only to
the particular flow situation considered.

The basic

trends may generalize to other systems, but each system
that is described by different dimensionless parameters
must be analyzed individually, in order to obtain
precise results for that set of flow conditions.

The

remainder of this section will concern some aspects of
the analysis that are more general.
Care must be taken to insure that the specified
flow conditions do not cause choking to occur in the
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pipe, since the program presented here does not consider
this possibility, and convergence will not occur.

Choking

may occur in the hole or annulus, and the program attempts
to deal with these cases.

Choking is not detected before

the solution is found, and this case is analyzed after a
physically impossible solution has been obtained.

Due

to the averaging of velocities across the cross sections
immediately upstream and downstream of the pig, the
program may allow supercritical velocities in the hole or
annulus, as long as the average velocity over the cross
section is subcritical.

Convergence to this solution will

occur, and this solution is returned to the main program.
The main program then tests the Mach numbers in the hole
and annulus, to determine if they are supercritical, and
thus impossible.

If they are, the program assumes choked

flow, sets the appropriate parameters, and calls the
equation solver again to solve for the correct, choked,
solution at that step.

This method was successful in

treating choking for the case of a pig with a hole only.
Convergence problems prevented testing for the other pig
configurations.
All of the problems encountered in the analysis of
the system involved the nonlinear equation solver that was
chosen, and not the equations to be solved.

The method

presented appears to provide a realistic mathematical
modeling of the physical system, which was the primary
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objective.

The remaining problems to be solved are

numerical, and of secondary importance.
Problems in obtaining convergence were significant
for some of the cases considered.

The speed and

probability of obtaining a solution varied tremendously,
depending on the pig geometry considered.

For some of

the pig configurations, much improvement in the conver
gence of the equations is needed before the method would
be suitable for general use.
Convergence for the case of the solid pig was rapid,
and the solution would usually be obtained with even a
very bad initial guess.

Because of these characteristics,

it was often useful to run the program for the case of the
solid pig before attempting other geometrical variations.
The results obtained for the solid pig were then used as
a guide in selecting the initial guesses for the other
configurations.
Convergence was slower for the case of a pig having a
constant diameter hole, and a better initial guess was
usually required.

The rate of convergence decreased as

the hole size increased, and a more accurate initial
guess was required with increasing hole diameter.

In

general, if the initial guesses were accurate to one
significant figure, convergence occurred, but for small
holes, the method often converged with a much worse guess.
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The initial guesses had to be accurate to at least
one significant digit for the method to initially converge
in the case of a pig having an annulus.

The rate of

convergence was extremely slow, and convergence problems
occurred after the initial time step.

This later failure

to converge was a problem that did not occur in the
analysis of other pig configurations.
Convergence was erratic for the case of a pig
having a variable diameter hole.

The method sometimes

converged with a bad initial guess and diverged with a
good one.

On the few occasions when convergence occurred,

the rate was comparable to that obtained for the case of
the pig having a constant diameter hole.
Results for the cases where both a hole and an
annulus exist were never obtained, probably due to the
same difficulties experienced in analyzing the pig with
only an annulus.

If the method did converge for the

combination cases, the rate would be expected to be slower
than that obtained for the other cases, since more
equations must be solved.
Generally, the solution to the governing equations
should be obtained more rapidly when the initial guess is
very good, since fewer iterations are required.

This

suggests a possibly major improvement in the program.
In the program listed, the initial guess for the solution
at the first time step is read as input.

The program uses
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this initial guess to calculate the solution at the first
step.

At all time steps after the first one, however,

the program uses the solution at the previous time step
as the initial guess for the solution at the current step.
This method has worked for even very large time increments,
in all cases except those where an annulus was present.
But the speed of convergence could be increased by
improving the initial guesses at these later time steps.
Employing some extrapolation technique to predict the
solution currently sought would achieve this.

Such a

modification may also solve some of the convergence
problems encountered in the analysis of a pig having an
annulus.

CONCLUSION
Equations have been developed to describe the gas
flow and pig motion in a gas pipeline.

One dimensional,

quasi-steady, isothermal flow with friction was assumed.
The governing equations form a system of nonlinear
differential equations requiring a numerical solution.
Time derivatives were replaced by backward differences,
and a system of nonlinear algebraic equations was solved
at each time step, using the Powell hybrid method.
Eleven dimensionless parameters describe the
physical system.

Since so many parameters must be

specified, the generality of any solution obtained is
limited.

Sample results were presented for one particular

system which carried pigs of various configurations.

These

results indicated that a pig having a concentric, constant
diameter hole could provide higher gas flow rates while
in the line than the solid pig having the same amount
of friction.

Using a pig with a hole also allowed

considerably more versatility in designing a pig which
would travel at a specific speed, without decreasing the
gas flow rate.

Conservative estimates of the benefits that

could be achieved by using a pig having a hole were
generated for the system analyzed.
53
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Numerical convergence problems arose for the cases of
a pig with an annulus and of a pig having a variable
diameter hole.

These problems must be eliminated before

the possible benefits of using pigs with these configur
ations can be evaluated.

,
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APPENDIX - PROGRAM LISTING

A-I

C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C

THIS PROGRAM SOLVES THE GOVERNING EQUATIONS FOR FLOW
OF A COMPRESSIBLE FLUID THROUGH A PIPE WITH A PIG (CAPSULE)
IN THE LINE. THE CONCENTRIC HOLE AND ANNULUS CONFIGURATIONS
CONSIDERED ARE!
CASE 1: CONCENTRIC HOLE OF LINEARLY DECREASING
DIAMETER ALONG THE LENGTH; NO ANNULUS
CASE 2: NO HOLE; ANNULUS WITH CONSTANT DIAMETERS
CASE 3: NO HOLE; NO ANNULUS
CASE 4: CONSTANT DIAMETER HOLE; ANNULUS WITH CONSTANT
DIAMETERS
CASE 5: CONSTANT DIAMETER HOLE. NO ANNULUS
CASE 6: HOLE OF LINEARLY DECREASING DIAMETER ALONG
THE LENGTH; ANNULUS WITH CONSTANT DIAMETERS

C

C
C
C
C
C

c:

C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C

DEFINITION OF TERMS:
ACC- REQUIRED ACCURACY OF SOLUTION OF N DIMENSIONAL
EQUATION
ACCN= DIMENSIONLESS ACCELERATION OF PIG
AEMN= AVERAGE EXIT MACH NUMBER
AEXITP= PRESSURE AT ANNULUS EXIT
AJINV= APPROXIMATION TO THE INVERSE OF THE JACOBIAN
MATRIX
AK1= RATIO OF UPSTREAM HOLE DIAMETER TO PIPE DIAMETER
AK2= RATIO OF DOWNSTREAM HOLE DIAMETER TO PIPE DIAMETER
AK3= RATIO OF OUTER PIG DIAMETEf:: TO PIPE trIAI"iETER
APV· AVERAGE PIG VELOCITY
B(l)= INLET MACH NUMBER
8(2)= EXIT MACH NUMBER
B(3)= RATIO OF UPSTREAM PRESSURE fO EXIT PRESSURE
8(4)= RATIO OF DOWNSTREAM PRESSURE TO EXIT PRESSURE
B(5)= RESIDUAL OF POSITION
B(6)= UPSTREAM ANNULUS MACH NUMBER
B(7). DOWNSTREAM ANNULUS MACH NUMBER
B(8)= UPSTREAM HOLE MACH NUMBER
1(9)= DOWNSTREAM HOLE MACH NUMBER
DELTAT= TIME INCREMENT
DELTF= FINAL TIME INCREMENT
DMAX= ESTIMATE OF THE DISTANCE OF THE SOLUTION FROM
THE INITIAL GUESS
EMN= VECTOR CONTAINING THE EXIT MACH NUMBERS AT EACH STEP
FC= PIG FRICTION FACTOR
FF= DIMENSIONLESS FRICTIONAL FORCE PARAMETER
FP= PIPE FRICTION FACTOR
GAM- RATIO OF SPECIFIC HEATS
GENFUN= SUBROUTINE TO EVALUATE GOVEF:NING EQUATIONS
HEXITP- PRESSURE AT HOLE EXIT
ICHOKA= PARAMETER SET TO ZERO IF FLOW THROUGH THE
ANNULUS IS NOT CHOKED; SET TO 1 IF CHOKED

A-2

c

ICHOKH= PARAMETER SET TO ZERO IF FLOW THROUGH THE
HOLE IS NOT CHOKED; SET TO 1 IF CHOKED
IFLAG= FLAG TO INDICATE LAST TIME STEP
MAXFUN= MAXIMUM NUMBER OF FUNCTION EVALUATIONS TO BE USED
IN SOLVING THE SYSTEM OF EQUATIONS
N= NUMBER OF EQUATIONS TO BE SOLVED
NS01A= EQUATION SOLVER SUBROUTINE
PIGL= RATIO OF PIG LENGTH TO PIPE DIAMETER
PIPEL= RATIO OF PIF'E LENGTH TO PIPE DIAMETER
PMASS= DIMENSIONLESS MASS PARAMETER
PO= RATIO OF INLET PRESSURE TO EXIT PRESSURE
POS= DIMENSIONLESS POSITION OF PIG
SIGMA= SUM OF GAMMAS
STEP= STEP LENGTH TO BE USED TO APPROXIMATE DERIVATIVES BY
FINITE DIFFERENCES
VEL= DIMENSIONLESS VELOCITY OF PIG
X= VECTOR CONTAINING THE DIMENSIONLESS POSITIONS OF
THE PIG AT EACH TIME STEP
Y= VECTOR CONTAINING THE VARIABLES TO BE SOLVED FOR

c
c

C
I~

C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C

C
C
C
:I<

*

*

1

2

C
G
C

IMPLICIT REAL%SCA-H,O-Z)
DIMENSION X(100),YLOG(9),Y(9),F(9),B(9),A~INV(9,9),
W(2071 ,EMN(lOO)
COMMON PO,AK1,AK2,AK3,PMASS,GAM,FC,FP,F'IGL,PIPEL,FF~
DELTAT,X,SIGMA,DELTF,POS,VEL,ACCN,HEXITP,AEXITP,
ICASE,I,IFLAG,ICHOKH,ICHOKA
EXTERNAL GENFUN
PRINT 1
FORMATe' WHICH CASE NUMBER IS THIS?')
READ(S,2)ICASE
FORMATCI2)
READ APPROPRIATE INPUT PARAMETERS
GO TOC10,20,30,40,50,60),rCASE

10

11

N=7

AK3=1.
PRINT 11
FORMATe' ENTER AK1,AK2,PO,F'MASS,GAM,FC,FP,PlOL,PIPEL,
;jeFF,DELTAT')
READCS,12)AK1,AK2,PO,PMASS,GAH,FC,FP,PIGL,PIPEL,FF,DELTAT
F'RINT 17
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17

12
13

FORMAT(/' ENTER INITIAL GUESSES FOR INLET MACH NUMBER, EXIT
*MACH NUMBER, UPSTREAM PRESSURE RATIO,'!' DOWNSTREAM PRESSURE
*RATIO,RESIDUAL,UPSTREAM HOLE MACH NUMBER,DOWNSTREAM HOLE
.MACH NUMBER')
READeS,12)eYCL),L=1,7)
FORMAT(1SE15.8)
PRINT 13,ICASE,PO,PMASS,GAM,FC,FP,PIGL,PIPEL,DELTAT
FORMATell' THE INPUT PARAMETERS ARE:'I' ICASE=',I2/'
*DIMENSIONLESS INLET PRESSURE=',E15.8/' DIMENSIONLESS MASS
*PARAMETER=',E15.S/' SPECIFIC HEAT RATIO=',~15.S/
PIG FRICTION FACTOR=',E15.S/' PIPE FRICTION FACTOR=',E15.SI
. ' DIMENSIONLESS PIG LENGTH=',E1S.8/' DIMENSIONLESS PIPE
* LENGTH=',E15.8/' TIME INCREMENT=',E15.8)
PRINT 14,AK1,AK2,FF
FORMATe' K1=',E15.8/' 1<2=',E15.8/' FRICTIONAL FORCE PARAMETER='
.,E1S.B)
PRINT 15,CY(L),L=1,5)
FORMATUI' THE FOLLOWING ARE THE INITIAL GUESSES FOR THE UNKNOWN
• VARIABLES:'I' INLET MACH NUMBER=',E15.8/' EXIT MACH NUMBER-',
*E15.8/' DIMENSIONLESS UPSTREAM PRESSURE=',E15.8/' DIMENSIONLESS
* DOWNSTREAM PRESSURE=',E15.8/' RATIO OF FIRST RESIDUAL
.TO PIPE LENGTH=',E15.8)
PRINT 16,Y(6),Y(7)
FORMATe' UPSTREAM HOLE MACH NUMBER=',E15.8/' DOWNSTREAM
• HOLE MACH NUMBER=',E15.S)
GO TO'70

*'

14
15

16
20

N=7

AK1=O.
AK2=0.
PRINT 21
FORMAT<' ENTER AK3, PO, PMASS, GAM, Fe. FP. PIGL, PIF'EL, [IEL TAT " )
21
READC5,12)AK3,PO,PMASS,GAH,FC,FP,PIGL,PIPEL,DELTAT
PRINT 27
27
FORMATU' ENTER INITIAL GUESSES FOR INLET MACH NUMBER,EXIT
.MACH NUMBER, UPSTREAM PRESSURE RATIO,DOWNSTREAM ' I ' PRESSURE RATIO.
!j(RESIDUAL.UPSTREAM ANNULUS MACH NUMBER.DOWNSTf\EAM ANNULUS MACH
*NUMBER' )
READ(5,12)(Y(L),L~1.7)
FF~O;

PRINT 13.ICASE,PO,PMASS,GAM,FC.FP,PIGL,PIPEL,DELTAT
F'RINT 23, AK3
23
FORMAT(' K3=',E15.S)
PRINT 15,(yeL),L-1,5)
PRINT 24,Y(6),Y(7)
24
FORMAT(' UPSTREAM ANNULUS MACH NUMBER-',E15.8
.1' DOWNSTREAM ANNULUS HACH NUMBER=',E1S.S)
GO TO 70
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30

N=5

AKl=O.
AK2=O.
AK3=1.
PRINT 31
31
FORMATC' ENTER PO,PMASS,GAM,FC.FP,PIGL,PIPEL.FF,DELTAT')
READ'S,12)PO,PMASS,GAM,FC.FP,PIGL,PIPEL,FF,DELTAT
PRINT 37
37
FORMATC/' ENTER INITIAL GUESSES FOR INLET MACH NUMBER,EXIT
*MACH NUMBER,'/' UPSTREAM PRESSURE RATIO, DOWNSTREAM PRESSURE RATIO.
*RESIDUAL')
READ(S.12)Y
PRINT 13,ICASE,PO,PMASS,GAM.FC,FP,PIGL,PIPEL,DELTAT
PRINT 33,FF
33
FORMAT(' FRICTIONAL FORCE PARAMETER=·,ElS.8)
PRINT 15,(Y(L),L=I,S)
GO TO 70
40

N=9

PRINT 41
FORMATC' ENTER AK,AK3,PO.PMASS,GAM.FC,FP,PIGL,PIPEL,DELTAT')
READ(5,12)AKl,AK3,PO,PMASS,GAM,FC,FP,PIGL,PIPEL,DELTAT
PRINT 47
47
FORMAT(/' ENTER INITIAL GUESSES FOR INLET MACH NUMBER,
'EXIT MACH NUMBER,UPSTREAM PRESSURE RATIO,' , DOWNSTREAM PRESSURE
*RATIO,RESIDUAL.UPSTREAM ANNULUS MACH NUMBER, DOWNSTREAM
tANNULUS MACH'/' NUMBER,UPSTREAM HOLE MACH NUMBER, DOWNSTREAM
*HOLE MACH NUMBER')
READ(5,12)'Y(L),L=I.9)
AK2=AK1
FF=O.
PRINT 13,ICASE,PO,PMASS,GAM,FC.FP,PIGL,PIPEL.OELTAT
PRINT 43.AK1,AK3
43
FORMAT(' K=',E15.8/' K3='.E15.8)
PRINT IS,(Y(L).L=1.5)
PRINT 24,Y(6),Y(7)
PRINT 16,Y(8),Y(9)
GO TO 70
41

50

N=7

PRINT 51
FORMATe' ENTER AK.PO,PMASS,GAM.FC,FP,PIGL,PIPEL,F~.DELTAr·)
51
READ(S,12)AK1,PO·PMASS,GAM,FC,FP,PIGL,PIPEL.FF,DELTAT
PRINT 57
57
FORMAT(/' ENTER INITIAL GUESSES FOR INLET HACH NUMBER •
• EXIT MACH NUMBER, UPSTREAM PRESSURE RATIO,'I' DOWNSTREAM PRESSURE
*RATIO,RESIDUAL.UPSTREAM HOLE MACH NUMBER,DOWNSTREAM HOLE ~ACH
*NUMBER')
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READ(5,12)(Y(L),L=1,7)
AK2=AK1
AK3=1.
PRINT 13,ICASE,PO,PMASS,GAM,FC,FP,PIGL,PIPEL,DELTAT
PRINT 53,AKlrFF
FORMAT(' K=',E15.8/' FRICTIONAL FORCE PARAMETER=',E15.S)
PRINT 1S.(Y(Ll,L=1,S)
PRINT 16,Y(6),Y(7)
GO TO 70
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60

N=9

PRINT 61
FORMATe' ENTER AK1,AK2,AK3,PO,PMASS,GAM,FC,FP,PIGL,PIPEL,
*DELTAT')
READ(S,12)AK1,AK2,AK3,PO,PMASS,GAM,FC,FP,PIGL,PIPEL,DELTAT
.
PRINT 67
67
FORMAT(/' ENTER INITIAL GUESSES FOR INLET MACH NUMBER,EXIT
*MACH NUMBER,UPSTREAM PRESSURE RATIO,DOWNSTREAM'/' PRESSURE RATIO,
*RESIDUAL,UPSTREAM ANNULUS MACH NUMBER, DOWNSTREAM ANNULUS MACH
*NUMBER,UPSTREAM '/' HOLE MACH NUMBER,DOWNSTREAM HOLE MACH NUMBER')
READ(S,12)(Y(L),L=1,9)
FF=O.
PRINT 13,ICASE.PO,PMASS,GAM,FC,FP,PIGL,PIPEL,DELTAT
PRINT 63,AK1,AK2,AK3
63
FORMAT(' 1(1=',E15.8/' 1(2=',E15.8/' 1(3=',E15.8)
PRINT 15,(Y(L),L=1,S)
PRINT 24,Y(6),Y(7)
PRINT 16,Y(8),Y(9)
61

C

SET PARAMETERS FOR THE SUBROUTINE NS01A

C
G

70
71

72
73

PRINT 71
FORMAT(//' ENTER STEP SIZE,ACCURACY,MAXIMUM NUMBER OF
.FUNCTION EVALUATIONS,'/' MAXIMUM PREDICTED DISTANCE FROM
*SOLUTION' )
READ(S,72)STEP,ACC,MAXFUN,DMAX
FORMAT(2E15.8.I5,E1S.8)
PRINT 73,STEP,ACC,MAXFUN,DMAX
FORMAT(//' STEP 5IZE=',E1S.8/' ACCURACY REQUIRED=',E15.S/
:(<
'MAXIMUM NUMBER OF FUNCTION EVALUATIONS=' .IS/
.
'MAXIMUM PREDICTED DISTANCE FROM SOLUTION=',E15.S)
PRINT 74
FORMAT(//' IF YOU WANT THE FUNCTION VALUES PRINTED AT EACH
.ITERATION,'/' ENTER
OTHERWISE ENTER 0')
I<EAD(S,7S)IPR
FOJ;'MAT (I2)
TFLAG=O

*

7'1

75

l'
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C
C

CALCULATE UNKNOWNS AT EACH TIME STEP

c

80

85
86
87
88

CRITM=l./DSGRTCGAM)
ICHOKA=O
ICHOKH=O
SIGMA=O.
YC3l=Y(3)/10.
Y(4)=YC4)/lO.
DO 80 L=l,N
YLOGCLl=DLOGCYCL»
CONTINUE
1=1
IF(ICASE.EG.3)PRINT 8S
IFCICASE.EG.2)PRINT 86
IF(ICASE.EQ.l.OR.ICASE.EG.S)PRINT 87
IFCICASE.EQ.4.0R.ICASE.EG.6)PRINT 88
FORMATC///6X,' TIME',9X,' POSITION'.4X,' INLET MACH NO.',
.2X,' EXIT MACH NO.',3X,' UPSTREAM P',4X,' DOWNSTREAM P')
FORMAT(///6X,' TIME',9X,' POSITION',4X,' INLET MACH NO.',
• 2X,' EXIT MACH NO.',3X,' UPSTREAM P',4X,' DOWNSTREAM P',
• 4X,' ANNULUS M+',5X,' ANNULUS M-')
FORMATC///6X,' TIME',9X,' POSITION',4X,' INLET MACH NO.',
2X,' EXIT MACH NO.',3X,' UPSTREAM P',4X,' DOWNSTREA~ P',
SX,' HOLE M+',9X,' HOLE M-')
FORMAT(///6X,' TIME',6X,' POSITION ' ,5X,' INLET M/ ,
5X,' EXIT M',8X,' P+',lOX,' P-',
6X,' ANNULUS M+',2X,' ANNULUS M-',4X,' HOLE M+ ' ,4X,
HOLE M-')
CALL NS01A(N,YLOG,F.AJINV,STEP,DMAX,ACC,MAXFUN.IPR,W,GENFUN)
IF(POS.GT.PIPEL)GO TO 100
GO TO C92.92.96,93.92,93',ICASE
IFCDEXPCYLOG(7).LT.CRITM)OO TO 96
IFCICASE.EG.l.0R.ICASE.EG.SlICHOKH=1
IFCICASE.EQ.2'ICHOKA=1
YlOG(7'=YLOG(4)
CALL NB01ACN,YLOG,F,AJINV,STEP,DMAX,ACC,MAXFUN,IPR,W.GENFUN)
YLOG(7)=DLOGCCRITM)
GO TO 96
Y(7l=DEXP(YLOGC7)
Y(9)=DEXPCYLOG(9»
IFCY(7).LT.CRITM.AND.Y(9).LT.CRITMlGO TO 96
IFCY(7).GT.CRITM.AND.Y(9).GT.CRITM)GO TO 94
IF(Y(7).GT.CRITMlGO TO 95
ICHOKH=l
YLOG(9)=YLOGC4)

•*

**

90
92

93

*

I
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94

95

96
97

*
*
c
c

CALL NSOIA(N,YLOG,F,AJINV,STEP,DMAX,ACC,MAXFUN,IPR,W,GENFUN)
YLOG(9)=DLOG(CRITM)
GO TO 96
ICHOKH=l
ICHOKA=l
YLOG(7)=YLOG(4)
YLOG(9)=YLOG(4)
CALL NSOIA{N,YLOG,F,AJINV,STEP,DMAX,ACC,MAXFUN,IPR,W,GENFUN)
YLOG(7)=DLOG(CRITM)
YLOG(9)=DLOG(CRITM)
GO TO 96
ICHOKA=1
YLOG (7) =YLOG (4)
CALL NS01A(N,YLOG.F,AJINV,STEP,DMAX,ACC,MAXFUN,IPR,W,GENFUN)
YLOG(7)=DLOG{CRITM)
X(!)=POS
DO 97 L=1,N
Y(L)=DEXP(YLOG(L»
CONTINUE
Y(3)=Y{3HrlO.
Y<4'=Y(4)*10.
OLDSIG=SIGMA
SIGMA=Y(5)*PIPEL
YLOG(S)=DLOG{(2.*SIGMA-OLDSIG)/PIPEL)
TIME=I*DELTJ!tT
EMN(I)=Y(2)
IF(ICASE.EG.3)PRINT 120,TIME,POS,(Y(L),L=1,4)
IF(ICASE.EQ.1.0R.ICASE.EQ.2.0R.ICASE.EQ.S)PRINT 121.TIME.
POS.(Y(L),L=1,4),Y(6),Y(7)
IF(ICASE.EG.4.0R.ICASE.EQ.6)PRINT 122.TIME,POS,
(Y(L),L~1,4),(Y(L)'L=6,9)

ICHOKA=O
ICHOKH=O
I=H1
GO TO 90

C

LAST TIME STEP

C
C

SINCE THE PQSITION IS KNOWN AT THE LAST TIME STEP, USE POS=PIPEL,
AND SOLVE FOR DELTF.

C

100

101

IFLAG=1
N=N-2
YLOG(2)=DLOG(0.1)
DO 101 K=3,N
YLOG(K)=DLOG(Y(K+2»
YLOG(3)=DLOG«PIPEL-X(I-l»/(X(I-11-XCI-2»)
CALL NSOIA(N,YLOG,F,AJINV,STEP,DMAX,ACC,MAXFUN,IPR,W,GENFUN)
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102

103

104

lOS

110
liS

*
*
*

GO TO(102,102,110,103.102,103),ICASE
IFCDEXP(YLOG(S».LT.CRITM)GO TO 110
IF(ICASE.EG.l.0R.ICASE.EQ.S)ICHOKH=1
IF(ICASE.EG.2)ICHOKA=1
YLOG(S)=DLOG(O.l)
CALL NSOIA(N,YLOG,F,AJINV,STEP,DMAX,ACC,MAXFUN,IPR,W,GENFUN)
YlOG(S)=DlOG(CRITM)
GO TO 110
YCS)=DEXP(YlOG(S»
Y(7)=DEXP(YLOG{7»
IF(Y(S).lT.CRITM.AND.Y(7).lT.CRITM)GO TO 110
IFCY(S).GT.CRITM.AND.YC7).GT.CRITM)GO TO 104
IF(Y(S).GT.CRITM)GO TO 105
ICHOKH=l
YLOG(7)=DlOG(0.1)
CALL NSOIACN,YlOG,F,AJINV,STEP,DMAX,ACC,MAXFUN,IPR,W,GENFUN)
YlOG(7)=DlOG{CRITM)
GO TO 110
ICHOKH=l
ICHOKA=1
YlOG(5)=DlOG(0.1)
YlOG(7)=DlOG(0.1)
CALL NSOIACN,YlOG,F,AJINV,STEP,DMAX,ACC,MAXFUN,IPR,W,GENFUN)
YlOG(S)=DlOG(CRITM)
YLOG(7)=DlOG(CRITM)
GO TO 110
ICHOKA=1
YLOO(S)=DlOGCO.l)
CALL NSOIACN,YLOG,F,AJINV,STEP,DMAX,ACC,MAXFUN,IPR,W,GENFUN)
YlOG(S)=DlOGCCRITM)
TIME=CI-l)*DElTAT+DEXP(YlOG(3»*DElTAT
DO 115 L=l,N
YCL)=DEXPCYLOGCl»
CONTINUE
Y(2)-YC2)*10.
IF(ICASE.EG.l.0R.ICASE.EG.S)EMNCI)=CAK2**2)*YCS)
+(1.-AK2**2)*VEl
IFCICASE.EG.4.0R.ICASE.EG.6)EMNCI)=(AK2**2)*Y(7)
+Cl.-AK3*.2).Y(S)+(AK3**2-AK2**2)*VEl
IF(ICASE.EG.2)EMN(I)=Cl.-AK3**2)*Y(S)+(AK3**2)*VEl
IF(ICASE.EG.3)EMNCI)=VEL
PMINUS=1.0
IF(ICASE.EQ.3)PRINT 120,TIME,POS.Y(1),EMNCI),YC2),PMINUS
IFCICASE.EQ.1.0R.ICASE.EQ.2.0R.ICASE.EQ.S)PRINT 121,TIHE,
POS,Y(1),EMNCI),YC2),PMINUS,Y(4),Y(S)
IFCICASE.EG.4.0R.ICASE.EG.6)PRINT 122,TIME,POS,Y(1),
EMNCI),Y(2),PMINUS.(Y(L),l=4,7)
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120

FORMATC'O',1X.E1J.6,3X,E1J.6,3X,E13.6,3X.E13.6,JX,E13.6.
*3X,E13.6)
121
FORMAT('O',1X,E1J.6,3X,E1J.6,3X,E13.6,3X,E13.6,3X.E13,6,
3X,E13.6,3X,E13.6,3X,E13.6>
122
FORMATC'O',1X,E13.6,E13.6,E13.6.E13.6,E13.6,E13.6,E13.6,
E13.6,E13.6,E13.6)

*
*

C

C

CALCULATE AVERAGE PIG VELOCITY

C

140

APV=PIPELITIME
PRINT 140,APIJ
FORMAT(!/' THE AVERAGE PIG VELOCITY WAS'.E1S.S)

C

C

CALCULATE AVERAGE EXIT MACH NUMBER

c

141

145

SUM=O.
IM=I"':1
DO 141 ..]=1,IM
SUM=SUM+EMN(..])
SUM=SUM*DELTAT+EMNCI>*DELTF
AEMN=SUM/TIME
PRINT 145, AE11N
FORMAT(' THE AVERAGE EXIT MACH NUMBER WAS'.E15.8)
STOP
END
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*
C
C
C
C
C

C
C

C

C

C

c
c
C
C

C

85
86
C

1

SUBROUTINE NSOlA(N.X,F,AJINV,DSTEP,DMAX,ACC,MAXFUN.
IPRINT,W,CALFUN)
IMPLICIT REAL*S(A-H,O-Z)
DIMENSION X(N),F(N),AJINV(N,N),W(l)
EXTERNAL CALFUN
SET VARIOUS PARAMETERS
I1AXC=O
MAXC COUNTS THE NUMBER OF CALLS OF CALFUN
NT=N+4
NTEST=NT
NT AND NTEST CAUSE AN ERROR RETURN IF F(X)DOES
NOT DECREASE
DTEST=FLOAT(N+N)-0.5
DTEST IS USED TO MAINTAIN LINEAR INDEPENDENCE
NX=N*N
NF=NX+N
NW=NF+N
MW=NW+N
NDC=MW+N
ND=NDC+N .
THESE PARAMETERS SEPARATE THE WORKING SPACE
ARRAY W
FMIN::::O.
USUALLY FMIN IS THE LEAST CALCULATEr, VALUE OF F(X)
AND THE BEST X IS IN W(NX+l/TO W(NX+N)
DD=O.
USUALLY DD IS THE SQUARE OF THE CURRENT STEP LENGTH
DSS=DSTEP*DSTEP
DM=IIMAX*Dt1AX
DMM=4.*DM
IS::::5
IS CONTROLS A GO TO STATEMENT FOLLOWING A CALL OF
CALFUN
TINC=l.
TINC IS USED IN THE CRITERION TO INCREASE THE STEP
LENGTH
START A NEW PAGE FOR PRINTING
IF(IPRINTI1,l,85
PRINT 86
FORMAT< lHll
CALL THE SUBROUTINE CALFUN
MAXC=MAXC+l
CALL CALFUN(N,X,F,IOVER)
Ir-(IOVER.~G.l'RETURN

C

2
C
:3

6
7

8

*

TEST FOR CONVERGENCE
FSG=O.
110 2
I=bN
FSQ=FSQ+F(I)*F(I)
CONTINUE
IF(FSQ-ACC)3,3,4
PROVIDE PRINTING OF FINAL SOLUTION IF REQUESTED
IF(IPRINTl5,5,6
PRINT 7,MAXC
FORMAT(///SX, , THE FINAL SOLUTION CALCULATED BY NSOlA
REQUIRED',IS,' CALLS OF CALFUN,AND IS')
PRINT 8,(I,X(I),F(I).I=l,N)
FORMAT(114X,' I',7X,' X(ll',l:X,' F(I)'II(IS,2E17.8»
PRINT 9,FSQ

A-II

9
5

C
4
10
20
12
14
16

*

17
18
C
13
19

*

1S
C
11
21
23
C
22
2S
26

24
C
30

31
C
32
33
29

34
C
C
3S

*

FORMATC/5X,' THE SUM OF SQUARES IS',E17.8)
RETURN
TEST FOR ERROR RETURN BECAUSE F(X) DOES NOT DECREASE
GO TO (10.11,11,10,11),IS
IF(FSQ-FMIN)15,20,20
IFCDD-DSS)12,12,11
NTEST=NTEST-l
IF(NTEST)13,14,11
PRINT 16,NT
FORMAT(1115X,' ERROR RETURN FROM NS01A BECAUSE',IS,
'CALLS OF CALFUN FAILED TO IMPROVE THE RESIDUALS')
DO 18 I=1.N
XC I )=W(NX+I)
F(l)=WCNF+I)
CONTINUE
FSQ=FMIN
GO TO 3
ERROR RETURN BECAUSE A NEW JACOBIAN IS UNSUCCESSFUL
PRINT 19
FORMATCII15X,' ERROR RETURN FROM NS01A BECAUSE F(X)',
'FAILED TO DECREASE USING A NEW JACOBIAN')
GO TO 17
NTEST=NT
TEST WHETHER THERE HAVE BEEN MAXFUN CALLS OF CALF UN
IF(MAXFUN-MAXC)21,21,22
PRINT 23,MAXC
FORMATCII15X,' ERROR RETURN FROM NS01A BECAUSE',
'THERE HAVE BEEN',IS.' CALLS OF CALFUN')
IF(FSQ-FMIN)3~17,17

PROVIDE PRINTING IF REQUESTED
IFCIPRINT)24,24.25
PRINT 26,MAXC
FORMAT (/ I ISX.' AT THE ',15.' TH CALL OF CALFUN WE HAVE " )
PRINT 8,CI,XCI),FCI),I=I,N)
PRINT 9,FSQ
GO TO (27,28,29,97,30),IS
STORE THE RESULT OF THE INITIAL CALL OF CALFUN
FMIN=FSQ
DO 31 I=I,N
W(NX+I>=X( I)
W(NF+I)=F(I)
CONTINUE
CALCULATE A NEW JACOBIAN APPROXIMATION
IC=O
1S=3
IC-IC+1
X(IC)=X(IC)+DSTEP
GO TO 1
,K=IC
DO 34 I-1,N
W(K)=(F(Il-W(NF+I»/DSTEP
K=K+N
CONTINUE
X(IC)=W(NXtIC)
IF(IC-N)33,3S,3S
CALCULATE THE INVERSE OF THE JACOBIAN AND SET fHE
DIRECTION MATRIX
K=O
DO 36 I=l.N
DO 37 J=1,N

A-12

1\"'1\+1

AJ I NV ( I ,J ) =bJ( K)
W(ND+K)=O.
CONTINUE
W(NDC+K+I)==l.
W(NDC+I)=l.+FLOATCN-I)
CONTINUE
CALL MB01B(AJINV,N)
START ITERATION BY PREDICTING THE DESCENT AND
NEWTON MINIMA
DS=O.
DN=O.
SP=O.
DO 39 I=l,N
X(I)=O.
F(I)=O.

37
36
C
C
38

1\=1

40

39
C
C

42
44
45
4':

:«

DO 40 J=l,N
X(I)=X(Il-W(K)*W(NF+J)
F(I)=F(I)-AJINV(I,J)*W(NF+Ji
K=K+N
CONTINUE
DS=DS+X(I)*X(I)
DN=DN+F(I»)I(F(I)
SP=SP+X(I)*F(I)
CONTINUE
TEST WHETHER A NEARBY STATIONARY POINT IS PREDICTED
IF(FMIN*FMIN-DMM*DS)41,41,42
IF SO THEN RETURN OR REVISE JACOBIAN
GO TO (43,43,44),IS
PRINT 45
FORMAT(///SX,' ERROR RETURN FROM NSOtA BECAUSE A',
, NEARBY STATIONARY POINT OF F(X) IS PREDICTED')
GO TO 17
NTE5T=O
DO 4" I=l,N
X ( I ) =W ( NX H )

46
C
41

47

49
C

48

CONTINUE
GO TO 32
TEST WHETHER TO APPLY THE FULL NEWTON CORRECTON
15=2
IF!DN-DD I 47,47,48
DD=AMAX1(DN,DSS)
DS=O.25*DN
TINC-l.
IF(DN-DSS)49,58,5B
15=4
GO TO BO
CALCULATE THE LENGTH OF THE STEEPEST DESCENT STEP
1'\=0
DMULT=O •
.00 51

1=1, N

rlw=() •
DO 52

J=ldv

K=K+1
DW=DW+W (K;> :~l (J)
52

CONTINUE
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51
C
C
54
55
C
56
C
C
53

*
C
C

98

57
C
59
C

50
60

61

63
62
C
C
C
58

DMULT=DMULT+DW*DW
CONTINUE
DMULT=DS/DMULT
DS=DS*DMULUDMULT
TEST WHETHER TO USE THE STEEPEST DESCENT DIRECTION
IF(DS-DD)53,54,54
TEST WHETHER THE INITIAL VALUE OF DD HAS BEEN SET
IF(DD)55,55.56
DD=AMAX1(DSS,AMIN1(DM,DS»
DS=DS/CDMULT*DMULT)
GO TO 41
SET THE MULTIPLIER OF THE STEEPEST DESCENT DIRECTION
ANMULT=O.
DMULT=DMULT*SQRT(DD/DS)
GO TO 98
INTERPOLATE BETWEEN THE STEEPEST DESCENT AND THE NEWTON
DIRECTIONS
SP=SP*DMULT
ANMULT=CDD-DS)/(CSP-DS)+SQRTC(SP-DD)**2+(DN-DD)
.cDD-DS»)
DMULT=DMULT*(I.-ANMULT)
CALCULATE THE CHANGE IN X AND ITS ANGLE WITH THE
FIRST DIRECTION
DN=O.
SP=O.
DO 57 I=I,N
F(I)=DMULT*X(I)+ANMULT*F(I)
DN=DN+F(I'*F(I)
SP=SP+F(Il.WCND+I)
CONTINUE
DS=O.25*DN
TEST WHETHER AN EXTRA STEP IS NEEDED FOR INDEPENDENCE
IFCWCNDC+l)-DTEST)58,SS,59
IF(SP*SP-DS)60,S8.58
TAKE AN EXTF:A STEP AND UPDATE THE DIRECTION MATRIX
IS=2
DO 61 I=I,N
XCI) =W CNX+I >+DSTEP*WC NDH'
W(NDC+I)=W(HDC+I+l'+I.
CONTINUE
W(NIIl =1.
[10 62
I=bN
K=ND+I
SP=W(K)
DO 63 J=bN
W(I()=W(K+N)
K=K+N
CONTINUE
W(I()=SF'
CONTINUE
GO TO 1
EXPRESS THE NEW DIRECTION [N TERMS OF THOSE OF THE
DIRECTION MATRIX, AND UPDATE THE COUNTS IN WCNDC+l)
ETC.
SP=O.
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:<:;,":ND
DO .S4

1"'111'-1

X(I)""D'tJ
Dl-J=O.
DO 65

65

,)=1

Jt~

DW=DW+F': .J ) *W ,~~\ }
CONTINUE

GO TO (68.66).18
66

WCNDC+!)·W(NDCtI)+l.
SP=SP+£t(·j>:<:DW
IFCSP-DS)64,64.67

67

IS=l
1<:/"\'" I

X(l)=DW
GO TO 69
63

X I;=DW

69
64

CONTINUE

C
?:!.

W(NDC+I)·W~NDC+I+l)+l.

W(ND)=l.
REORDEF; THE DIRECTIONS SO THA'Y'
IF(I(K'-l )70 ,7(),71
KS=NDC+KI':*N
DC) 72
I bPi
I-("'KS+!
SF'=W(K)

1.0

W(to =14 (h:-:\I)
i';"'K-r'
CONTI/WE

72

W(!o=sp
CCi'HINUE

C

GENERArE
70

n

DO 74

r~E

NEW

ORT~OGONAl

I=l.N

l,J(NW+I)=O.
CONTINUE
3F'=X ( l ) *X (1)
:<=NII
DO 75
I=2:J('!

DS=SQRT(SP*(SP+X(!)*X(I»
[lW=SP/l:)S
:08:;:,« I )/.D8

SP=SF+XCI):ftX\IJ
DO i6

J~l ::oj..

~(rtW+J)=W(NW~J)+X(i-l;*W(K)
jJ(K)=DW*W(~~Nj-DS*W~NW+~)

CCN HiUE
!,::ONT!NUE

CALCULA'TE THE NEXT )EereR
~;:1ND

'3 I :0£"3

1<=0

:00

7~3

I -::,1 :,'

J

,;,'::3 FIRST

DIRECTIGt~

MATRIX

A-IS

79
78

C
C

27
82
C
C

81

84

C
87
$3

88
C

28

89
C

91
90

DO 79 J=l,N
K=I(+1
W(NW+I)=W(NW+I)+W(I()*F(J)
CONTINUE
FNP=FNP+W(NW+I)**2
CONTINUE
CALL CALFUN USING THE NEW VECTOR OF VARIABLES
GO TO 1
UPDATE THE STEP SIZE
DMULT=O.9*FMIN+O.l*FNP-FSa
IF(DMULT)82,81.S1
DD-AMAX1CDSS,O.25*DD)
TINC::l.
IF(FSQ-FMIN)83,28,28
TRY THE TEST TO DECIDE WHETHEI;: ro INCREASE THE
STEP LENGTH
SP=O.
8S=0.
DO 84 I=l1N
8P=SP+ABS(F(I'.(FCI)-W(NW+I»)
SS=SS+CFCIl-WCNW+I)'**2
CONTINUE
PJ=l.+DMULT/CSP+SQRTCSP*SP+DMULT*SS»
SP-AMIN1(4.,TINC,PJ)
TINC=PJ/SP
DD=AMIN1(DM.SP*OD)
GO TO 83
IF FIX) IMPROVES STORE THE NEW VALUE OF X
IF(FSQ-FMIN)83,50,50
FMIN=FSa
(10 88
I=1.N
SP=XCIl
X n) =W (NX+I>
WCNX+I)=SP
SP=FII)
F ( I ) =W ( NF +I )
I,HNF+I)=SP
WCNW+I)=-W(NW+I)
CONTINUE
IF(IS-l'28,28,50
CALCULATE THE CHANGES IN I"" Ai'W IN X
DO 89 I~l,N
XCI'=XCI)-WCNX+I)
F(I)=F(Il-W(NF+I)
CONTINUE
UPDATE THE APPROXIMATIONS TO J AND TO AJINV
DO 90 1=1,1'1
WCMW+I'=XCI)
WCNW+J:)=F"(I)
DO 91 J=l,N
WCMW+I)=W(MW+Il-AJINV(I.J'*FIJ)
I'\=K+1
WINWfI'=W(NW+Il-W(KI.X(J)
CONTINUE
CONTINUE
SP'=O.
58=0.
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93

92
94
9S

97
96

123
124
125

126
135
l~ry

128

137
138

DO 92 I=loN
D8=0.
DO 93 J=l,N
DS-DS+AJINU(J,I).X(J)
CONTINUE
SP=SP+DSlICF"(I)
SS=SS+X(I)*X(I)
F(I>=DS
CONTINUE
DMULT=l.
IF"(ABS(SP)-O.I*SS)94,9S,95
DMUL T=O. 8
PJ=DMULT/SS
PA=DMULT/(DMULT*SP+(I.-DMULT).SS)
1<=0
DO 96 I=I,N
SP=PJ*W(NW+I)
S8=PA*W(MW+I)
DO 97 J=l,N
K=I<+1
W(K)=W(K)+SP*X(Jl
AJINV(I,Jl=AJINV(I,J)+SS*F(J)
CONTINUE
CONTINUE
GO TO 38
END
SUBROUTINE MB01B(C,N)
IMPLICIT REAL*S{A-H,O-Z)
DIMENSION C(N,Nl,J(100)
PD=l.
DO 124 L=l,N
DD=O.
DO 123 K=l,N
DD-DD+C(L,K).C(L,K)
tirl=SQRT (DD)
PD=PDUID
DETM=l.
rio 125 L=1.N
J(L+20'=L
DO 144 L=I,N
CC=O.
M=L
DO 135 K=L,N
IF«ABS(CC)-ABS(C(L,K»).GE.O.)GO TO 135
M=K
CC=C(L,K)
CONTINUE
IF(L.EQ.M)GO TO 138
K==J(M+20,
J(M+20)=J(Lt2(»
J(L+20)=K
DO 137 1\'=1,1'1
S=C (J(, L)
C(K,Ll=C(K,M)
C(K,M)=S
C (L ,L) == 1 •
DETM=DETM*CC
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139
129
130
141
142
144
131
132
136
133

163
143

DO 139 M=1,N
C(L,M)=C(L,M)/CC
DO 142 M=1.N
IF(L.EG.M)GO TO 142
CC=C(M,L)
IF(CC.EG.O)GO TO 142
C(M,L)=O.
DO 141 K=1,N
C(M,K)=C(M,K)-CC*C(L,K)
CONTINUE
CONTINUE
DO 143 L=l,N
IF(J(L+20).EG.L)GO TO 143
M=L
1'1=11+1

IF(J(M+20).EG.L)GO TO 133
IF(N.GT.M)GO TO 132
J(M+20)=J(L+20)
DO 163 K=1,N
CC=C(L,IO
C( L, K) =C (M, 10
C(M,K)=CC
J(L+20)=L
CONTINUE
RETURN
END
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*

*
C

C

SUBROUTINE GENFUN(N,Y,F,IOVER)
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H,O-Z)
DIMENSION Y(N).F(N),B(9),X(100)
COMMON PO,AK1,AK2,AK3,PMASS,GAM,FC,FP,PIGL,PIPEL,FF,
DELTAT,X,SIGMA,DELTF,POS,VEL,ACCN,HEXITP,AEXITP,
ICASE,I,IFLAG,ICHOKH,ICHOKA
IOVER=O
B( U=DEXP(y( 1»
CALCULATE POSITION,VELOCITY,ACCELERATION OF PIG

C

2

3

4

c

IF(IFLAG.EG.1)GO TO 4
B(2)=DEXF'(y(2) ,
B(3)=DEXP(YC3')*10.
B(4)=DEXP(YC4»*10.
B(5'=DEXP(Y(S»*PIPEL-SIGMA
GAMMA=B(5)
IFCI.EG.l)GO TO 2
IF(I.EG.2'GO TO 3
POS=GAMMA+2.*XCI-l)-X(I-2)
IF(POS.GT.PIPEL'GO TO 51
VEL=(GAMMA+SIGMA)/DELTAT
ACCN=GAMMA/(DELTAT**2)
GO TO (20,30,40,lO,20,10),ICASE
POS=GAMMA
IF(POS.GT.PIPEL)GO TO 51
VEL=GAMMA/DELTAT
ACCN=GAMMA/(DELTAT**2)
GO TO (20,30,40,10,20,10>.ICASE
POS=GAMMA+2.*X(1)
IF(POS.GT.PIPEL)GO TO 51
VEL=(GAMHA+SIGMA)/DELTAT
ACCN=GAMMA/(DELTAT**2)
GO TO(20,30.40,10,20,10),ICASE
DELTF=DEXP(Y(J).DELfAT
B(3)=DEXP(Y(2»*10.
POS=PIPEL
IFCI.EQ.1)GAMMA=PIPEL
IF(I.EQ.2)GAMMA=PIPEL-2.'X(1)
IFCI.NE.l.AND.I,NE.2)GAMMA=PIPEL-2 •• XCI-ll+XCI-2)
VEL=(GAMMA+SIGMA)/DELTF
ACCN=(GAMMA+(1.-DEXP(Y(3»).SIGMA)/(DELTF**2)
B(4)=1.0
B(5)=GAMMA
GO TO (20,30,40,lO,20,10),ICASE
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EVALUATE FUNCTIONS FOR GENERAL CASE AND CASE WITH
CONSTANT DIAMETER HOLE

C

C
C
10

11

12

13

14
15

16
17

182

183

IF(IFLAG.ECI.1)GO TO 16
DO 11 J=6.9
B(J)=DEXF<(Y(J) )
IF(ICHOKA.EO.O.AND.ICHOKH.EO.O)GO
IF(ICHOKA.ECI.1.ANIt.ICHOKH,ECI.1)GO
IF(ICHOKA.ECI.l)GO TO 13
AEXITP=El(4)
HEXITP=B(9) *10.
B(9)=1./DSClRT(GAM)
GO TO 15
HEXITP=B(9)*10.
AEXITP=B (7) *1 O.
B(7)=1./DSQRT(GAM)
B(9)=1./DSClRT(GAM)
GO TO 15
AEXITP=B (7) *1 O.
HEXITP=B(4)
B(7)=1./DSClRTCGAM)
GO TO 15
HEXITP=B (-')
AEXITF'=B(4)
F(2)=FUN2(B)
F(3)=FUN3(B)
F(4)=FUN4(B)
JSUB=5
GO TO 19
DO 17 J=6,9
B(J)=DEXF'CY(J-2»)
IFCICHOKA.EQ.O,ANIt.ICHOKH.ECI.O)GO
IF(ICHOKA.EG.1.AND.ICHOKH.EG.1)GO
IF(ICHOKA.ECI.l)GO TO 183
AEXITP=B(4)
HEXITF'=B (9 ),no.
B(9)=1./DSQRT(GAM)
GO TO 185
HEXITP=B(9)*10.
AEXITF'=B(7)*10.
B(7)=1./DSClRTCGAM)
B(9)=1./DSClRT(GAH)
GO TO 185
AEXITP=B (7) *10.
HEXITP=B(4;·

TO 14
TO 12

TO 184
TO 182
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184
185

19

C

C

c

*

B(7)=1./DSGRT(GAM)
GO TO 185
HEXITP=B(4)
AEXITP=B(4)
B(2)=(AK2**2)*B(9)+(1.-AK3**2)*B(7)+(AK3**2
AK2**2)*VEL
F(2)=FUN3(B)
JSUB=3
F(JSUB)=FUN5{B)
IF(ICASE.EG.4)F(JSUB+l)=FUN6S(B)
IF(ICASE.EG.6)F(JSUB+l)=FUN6(B)
F<JSUB+2)=FUN7(B)
F(JSUB+3)=FUN8(B)
F(JSUB+4)=FUN9(B)
GO TO 50
EVALUATE FUNCTIONS FOF: CASES WITH HOLE AND WITHOUT ANNULUS

20

21

8(6)=0.
B(7l=0.
IF(IFLAG.EG.1)GO TO 25
B(8)=DEXP(y(6) )
IF(ICHOKH.EG.1)GO TO 21
HEX ITP=B ( 4 )
B(9) =DEXP (Y (7) )
GO TO 22
HEXITP=DEXPCY(7»*10.
B(9)=1./DSQRT(G~M)

22

25

26

27
29

C

C

F(2)=FUN2(B)
F(3)=FUN3S(B)
F(4)=FUN4(B)
JSUB=S
GO TO 29
B(B)=DEXP(Y(4»
IF(ICHOKH.EG.1'GO TO 26
HEXITF'=B(4)
B(9)=DEXP(Y(S»
GO TO 27
HEXITP=DEXP(Y(S»*10.
B(9)=1./DSGRT(GAM)
B(2)=(AK2**2)*B(9'f(1.-AK2**2)*VEL
F (2) =FUN3S ell)
JSUB=3
F(JSUB)=FUN5(Bl
IF(ICASE.EG.1'F(JSUB+l)=FUN6(B)
IFCICASE.EG.S)FCJSUB+l)=FUN6S(B)
F'(JSUB+2)=FUN9(B)
GO TO 50
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C
C

EVALUATE FUNCTIONS FOR CASE WITH ANNULUS AND WITHOUT HOLE
30

31
32

35

36
37
39

C
C
C

B(8)=0.
B(9)=0.
IF(IFLAG.EG.1)GO TO 35
B(6)=DEXP(Y(6»
IF(ICHOKA.EQ.1)GO TO 31
AEXITP=B(4)
B(7)=DEXP(Y(7»
GO TO 32
AEXITP=DEX·P(Y(7) )*10.
B(7)=1./DSQRTCGAM)
F(2)=FUN2(B)
F(3)=FUN3(B)
F(4)=FUN4(B)
JSUB=5
GO TO 39
B(6)=DEXP(Y(4»
IF(ICHOKA.EG.1)GO TO 36
AEXITP=B(4)
B (7) =DEXP (Y ( 5) )
GO TO 37
AEXITP=DEXP(Y(S».10.
B(7)=1./DSGRTCGAM)
B(2)=(AK3**2)*VEL+(1.-AK3**2)*B(7)
F(2)=FUN3(B)
JSUB=3
FeJSUB)=FUN7(B)
F(JSUB+1)=FUN8(B)
FeJSUB+2)-FUN9(B)
GO TO 50
EVALUATE FUNCTIONS FOR SOLID PIG CASE

40
45

46

[10 45 J=6,9
BeJ)=O.
IF(IFLAG.EG.1)GO TO 46
F(2) =FUN2 eEl)
F(3)=FUN3SeB)
F (4) =FUN4 (EI)
f(S)=FUN9(B)
GO TO 50
B(2)=VE!...
F': 2) =1=-UN3S (B)
F(3)=FUN9(B)

I-

e

EVALUATE FUNCTION COMMON TO ALL CASES

c
50

51

F(1)=FUN1CE)
RETURN
IOVER-1
RETURN
EN1)

C
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REAL FUNCTION FUN1*8(B)
********************************
UPSTREAM CONTINUITY EQUATION
********************************

C
C
C

*

C

*

*
*

*

IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H,O-Z)
DIMENSION B(9),X(lOO)
COMMON PO,AK1,AK2,AK3,PMASS,GAM,FC,FP,PIGL,PIPEL,FF,
DELTAT,X,SIGMA,DELTF,POS,UEL,ACCN,HEXITP,AEXITP,
ICASE,I,IFLAG,ICHOKH,ICHOKA
IF(ICASE.EQ.l.0R.ICASE.EO.3.0R.ICASE.EO.5)AN=O.
IF(ICASE.EO.2.0R.ICASE.EO.4.0R.ICASE.EO.6)AN=1.-AK3**2
FUN1=PO*B(1)-B(3)*«AK1**2)*B(S)+AN*B(6)
+(AK3**2-AK1**2)*VEL)
RETURN
E~

C
C

REAL FUNCTION FUN2*8(B)
**********************************
* DOWNSTREAM CONTINUITY EQUATION *
**********************************

C
C
C
C

*

*
*

c

c

IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H.O-Z)
DIMENSION B(9),X(100i
COMMON PO,AK1,Ak2,AK3,PMASS.GAM,FC,FP,PIGL,PIPEL,FF,
DELTAT,X,SIGMA,DELTF,POS,UEL,ACCN,HEXITP,AEXITP,
ICASE,I,IFLAG,ICHOKH,ICHOKA
IF(ICASE.EO.l.OR.ICASE.EO.3.0R.ICASE.EQ.S)AN=O.
IF(ICASE.EQ.2.0R.ICASE.EQ.4.0R.ICASE.EQ.6)AN=1.-AK3**2
FUN2=B(2)-B(4)*«AK3**2-AK2**2)*VEL+(AK2**2)*B(9)
+AN*B(7»
RETURN
END
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REAL FUNCTION FUN3*SCB)
************************
* FORCE BALANCE ON PIG *
************************

C
C
C
C

*

*

1
2
3
*:I(
lie

IMPLICIT REAL*SCA-H.O-Z)
DIMENSION B(9),X(lOO)
COMMON PO.AK1,AK2.AK3,PMASS,GAM,FC,FP,PIGL,PIPEL,FF,
DELTAT,X,SIGMA,DELTF,POS,VEL,ACCN,HEXITP,AEXITP,
ICASE. I,IFLAG.ICHOKH, ICHOKA
HVEL=VEL-O.5*CBCS)+B(9»
AVEL=VEL-O.5*(B(6)+B(7»
GO TO(1,2.2,2,2,1),ICASE
HO=AK1-AK2
HOSQ=AK1**2-AK2**2
GO TO 3
HO=O.
HOSQ=O.
CONTINUE
FUN3=PMASS*ACCN-B(3)*CAK3**2-AK1**2)+B(4)*(AK3**2-AK2**2)
-O.5*(B(3)+B(4»*HOSQ+GAM*FC*(AK1+AK2)*DSGRTCO.25
*(HO**2)+PIGL**2)*(B(3)+BC4»*HVEL*DABSCHVEL)/B.
+GAM*FC*PIGL*AKJ*CB(3)+BC4»*AVEL*DABSCAUEL)/4.
RETURN
END

C

C
REAL FUNCTION FUN3S*8CB)
*************************************
)/; FORCE BALANCE ON PIG - NO ANNULUS *
*************************************

C
C
C
C

:I:
:iC

IMPLICIT REAL*S(A-H,Q-Z)
DIMENSION B(9),XC100)
COMMON F'O, AK1. AK2, AK3, F'MASS, GAM ,FC, FP, PIGL, P!PEL. FF,
riEL TAT, X,SIGMA,DEL TF. POSt VEL,ACCN,HEXITP, AEXITP,
ICASE,I,IFLAG,ICHOKH.ICHOKA
HVEL~VEL-O.5*(BC8)+B(9»

GO TO (1,2,2.2.2,1),ICASE
HOSQ~AK1.*2-AK2**2

1

2
3

*
*

*

I-IO=AK1-AK2
GO TO 3
HOSG=O.
HO=O.
CONTINUE
FUN3S=PMASSIACCN-B(3).CAK3**2-AK1**2)+B(4'*(AK3**2-AK2
**2)-O.S*CB(3)+B(4)l*HOSQ+GAM*FC*CAKltAK2).DSGRT
(O.25*(HO**2'+PIGL.*2)*(BC3'+BC4»*HVEL*DABSCHVEL)
18.+FF
RETURN
END
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c
c

Ii

c
c

I

c

'I

REAL FUNCTION FUN4*S(B)
********************************
* DOWNSTREAM MOMENTUM EQUATION *
********************************

C

,I

,

*

i

*

'*

IMPLICIT REAL*SCA-H,O-Z)
DIMENSION B(9),XC1OO)
COMMON PO,AK1,AK2,AK3,PMASS,GAM,FC,FP,PIGL,PIPEL,FF,
DELTAT,X,SIGMA,DELTF.POS,VEL,ACCN,HEXITP,AEXITP,
ICASE,I,IFLAG,ICHOKH,ICHOKA
IFCICASE.EO.l.OR.ICASE.EQ.3.0R.ICASE.EQ.5)AN=O.
IFCICASE.EG.2.0R.ICASE.EQ.4.0R.ICASE.EQ.6)AN=1.-AK3**2
DUM=AN*B(7)+(AK3**2-AK2**2)*VEL+(AK2**2)*B(9)
FUN4=FP*CPIPEL-POS)+(1.!CBC2'**2)-1.!CDUM**2»!GAM-2.*
DLOGCDUM!B(2»
RETURN
END

C
C

REAL FUNCTION FUN5*S(B)
****************************
HOLE CONTINUITY EQUATI ON
****************************

C
C
C

*

C

•

*
c

c

*

IMPLICIT REAL*S(A-H,O-Z)
DIMENSION B(9),X(lOO)
COMMON PO, AK1. AK2. AK3, PMASS. GAM, FC, FF', P rGL ,p IPEL, FF,
DELTAT,X,SIGMA,DELTF,POS,VEL.ACCN,HEXITP,AEXITP,
ICASE,I.IFLAG,ICHOKH,ICHOKA
FUN5=(AK1**2>.B(3>*B(S)-(AK2**2).HEXITP*B(9)
RETURN
END
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REAL FUNCTION FUN6*8(B)

**************************
* HOLE MOMENTUM EQUATION *
**************************

C
C

C
C

*
*

*
1

IMPLICIT REAL*S{A-H,O-Z)
DIMENSION B(9),X(100)
COMMON PO,A~1,AK2,AK3,PMASS,GAM,FC,FP,PIGL,PIPEL,FF,
DELTAT,X,SIGMA,DELTF,POS,UEL,ACCN,HEXITP,AEXITP,
ICASE,I,IFLAG,ICHOKH,ICHOKA
HUEL=O.5*CBCS)tB(9»-VEL
IF(ICHOKH.EO.l)CNST=l./DSQRT(GAM)-B(S)
IF{ICHOKH.NE.l)CNST=l.
IF(DABS(HUEL).LT.l.E-S)GO TO 3
S=HVEL/DABS(HVEL)
AA=O.5*S*FC*GAM*(VEL**2)-2.*(AK2-AK1)/PIGL
BB=-S*FC*GAM*VEL
CC=O.S*S*FC*GAM
Q=4.*AA*CC-(BB**2)
DUM1=AAtBB*B(S)tCC*CB(S)**2)
DUM2=AAtBB*B(9)tCC*(B{9)**2)
CNSTRT=FC*HVEL*DABSCHVEL)tCAK1-AK2)*C<HUELtUEL)
**2)/PIGL
IFCQ)1,3,2
DUM3=(2.*CC*BCS)tBB-DSQRTC-Q»*C2.*CC*B(9,tBBfDSQRTC-Q»
DUM4=C2.*CC*BCS)tBBtDSQRTC-Q»*C2.*CC.BC9)+BB-DSQRT(-Q»
FUN=PIGL*DLOG(AK1/AK2)/(A~1-AK2)+DLOG(B(8)/B(9»iAA

*

*
*
2

*
*
*

*

3
4

*

-(1./(2.*AA)+GAM/(2.*CC»*DLOG(DUMl/DUM2)fBB*(GAM/CC-l./AA)
*DLOG(DUM3/DUM4)/(2.*DSQRTC-Q»
FUN6=DABSCFUN)+DABS(1.-CNSTRT/DABSCCNSTRT»tDABS(1.-CNST/
DABS(CNST»
RETURN
FUN=PIGL*DLOG(AKl/AK2)/CAKl-AK2)tDLOGCBCS)/BC9»/AA
-(1./C2.*AA)tGAM/(2.*CC»*DLOGCDUMl/DUM2)tBB*(GAM/CC-l./AA)
*(DATAN(C2 •• CC*B(S)tBB)/DSQRTCQ»-DATAN(C2.*CC*B(9)+BB)/
DSQRTCQ»))/DSQRTCQ)
FUN6_DABSCFUN,tDABS(1.-CNSTRT/DABS(CNSTRT»tDABS(1.
CNST/DABSCCNST»
RETURN
PRINT 4
FORMAT(' THE RELATIVE VELOCITY IN THE HOLE IS ZERO')
FUN=-2.*DLOG(AK2/AKl)tDLOGCBCSl/B(9)'-O.5*GAM*(B(S)**2
B(9)**2)
FUN6=DABS(FUN>tDABS(1.-CNST/DABS(CNST»
RETURN
~D
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REAL FUNCTION FUN6S*SCB)
**************************
* HOLE MOMENTUM EQUATION *
CONSTANT DIAMETER HOLE
**************************

C
C
C

*

C

*

C

*
*

*

*
*
1

2

c

IMPLICIT REAL*S(A-H.O-Z)
DIMENSION B(9).X(100)
COMMON PO,AK1,AK2,AK3,PMASS,GAM,FC,FP,PIGL,PIPEL,FF,
DELTAT,X,SIGMA,DELTF,PQS,VEL,ACCN,HEXITP,AEXITP,
ICASE,I,IFLAG.ICHOKH.ICHOKA
HVEL=O.5*(B(S)+B(9»-VEL
IF(ICHOKH.EQ.1)CNST=1./DSQRT(GAM)-BCS)
IFCICHOKH.NE.l)CNST=1.
IF(DABS(HVEL).LT.1.E-S)GO TO 1
FUN=-FC*GAM*PIGL/C2.*AK1f+Cl./VEL-GAM*VEL)*(1./
CB(S)-VEL)-1./(BC9)-VEL»+Cl./(VEL**2)+GAMJ*DLOG«(B(S)
-VEL)/(B(9)-VEL»-Cl./(VEL**2»*DLOG(BCS)/B(9»
FUN6S=DABSCFUN)+DABSC1.-HVEL/DABSCHVEL»)+DABS(1.
CNST/DABSCCNST»
RETURN
PRINT 2
FORMAT(' THE RELATIVE VELOCITY IN THE HOLE IS ZERO')
FUN=DLOGCBCS)/B(9»-O.5*GAM*(BCS)**2-B(9)**2)
FUN6S=DABS( FUN >fDABS( 1 • .:.:eNST/DABSCCNST) )
RETURN
END

C

REAL FUNCTION FUN7*S(B)
*******************************
• ANNULUS CONTINUITY EQUATION *
*******************************

C
C
C

c

*
*

c
c

IMPLICIT REAL*S(A-H.Q-Z)
DIMENSION B(9),X(100)
COMMON PO,AK1,AK2.AK3,PMASS,GAM,FC,FP,PIGL,PIPEL.FF,
DELTAT,X,SIGMA,DELTF,POS.VEL,ACCN,HEXITP,AEXITP,
rCASE,I,IFLAG,ICHOKH,ICHOKA
FUN7=B(3)*B(6)-AEXITP*B(7)
RETURN
END
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REAL FUNCTION FUNS*8CB)
*****************************
* ANNULUS MOMENTUM EQUATION *
*****************************

G
G
C
G

*
*

1

*

*
*
2

*
*
*
*
3

4

*

IMPLICIT REAL*S(A-H,O-Z)
DIMENSION B(9),XCI00)
COMMON PO.AKl,AK2,AK3,PMASS,GAM,FC,FP,PIGL,PIPEL,FF,
DELTAT,X,SIGMA,DELTF,POS.VEL,ACCN,HEXITP,AEXITP,
ICASE,I,IFLAG.ICHOKH,ICHOKA
IF(ICHOKA.EQ.l)CNST=l./DSQRTCGAM)-BCS)
IFCICHOKA.NE.IICNST=l.
AVEL=O.5*CB(6)tB(7»-VEL
IF(DABSCAVEL).LT.l.E-S)GO TO 3
S=AVEL/DABSCAVEL)
AA=S*FC*AK3*GAM*CVEL**2)*O.5
BB=-S*FC*AK3*GAM*VEL
CC=O.5*FP*GAMtO.S*S*FC*AK3*GAM
Q=4.*AA*CC-(BB**2)
DUMl=AAtBB*B(6)tCC*(B(6,**2)
DUM2=AAtBB*B(7)tCC*(BC7)**2)
CNSTRT=FP*C(O.S*(B(6)tB(7))**2ItFC*AK3*AVEL*DABSCAVEL)
IFCQ)1.3,2
DUM3=C2.*CC*B(6)tBB-DSQRTC-Q»*(2.*CC*B(7,tBBtDSQRT(-Q»
DUM4=(2.*CC*B(6,tBBtDSQRTC-Q»*(2.*CC*B(7,tBB-DSQRT(-Q»
FUN=PIGLtCl.-AK3**2)*(DLOGCBC6)/B(7»/AA-Cl./(2.*AA)
tGAM/(2.*CC»*DLOGCDUMl/DUM2,tBB*(GAM/CC-l./AA)*DLOG(
DUM3/DUM4)/(2 ••DSQRTC-Q»)
FUN8=DABSCFUN)tDABS(1.-CNSTRT/DABS(CNSTRT»tDABS(1.
CNST/DABS(CNST»
RETURN
FUN=PIGLtCl.-AK3.*2)*(DLOGCBC6)/BC7')/AA-O.5*(1./AA
tGAM/CC).DLOGCDUMI/DUM2)+BB*(GAM/CC-1./AA).
CDATAN«2.*CC*BC6)+BB)/DSQRTCQ»-DATAN(C2.*CC*B(7)
+BB)/DSQRTCQ»)/DSQRTCQ»
FUN8-DABSCFUN)tDABS(1.-CNSTRT/DABSCCNSTRT)tDABSC1.
CNST/DABS(CNST»
RETURN
PRINT 4
FORMAT(' THE RELATIVE VELOCITY IN THE ANNULUS IS ZERO')
FUN=-FP*PIGLtCl.-AK3**21*(1./(B(6'**2'-1./(B(7).*2»/GAM
t2.*DLOGCB(6)/B(7»
FUN8=DABS(FUN)tDABS(1.-CNST/DABS(CNST»)
RETURN
~D
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c

c

REAL FUNCTION FUN9*8(B)

******************************
* UPSTREAM MOMENTUM EQUATION *
******************************

C

C
C
C

*
*

*

IMPLICIT REAL*S(A-H,Q-Z)
DIMENSION B(9),X(100)
COMMON PO,AK1,AK2,AK3,PMASS,GAM,FC,FP,PIGL,PIPEL,FF.
DELTAT,X,SIGMA,DELTF,POS,VEL,ACCN,HEXITP,AEXITP,
ICASE,I,IFLAG,ICHOKH,ICHOKA
IF(ICASE.EG.l.OR.ICASE.EG.3.0R.ICASE.EG.5)AN=O.
IF(ICASE.EG.2.0R.ICASE.EG.4.0R.ICASE.EG.6)AN=1.-AK3**2
DUM=AN*B(6)+(AK3**2-AK1**2)*VEL+(AK1**2)*B(S)
FUN9=FP*(POS-PIGL)-(1./(B(11**2l-1./(DUM**2»/GAM
2.*DLOG(B(1)/DUM)
RETURN
END

